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ABSTRACT
A series of experiments have been conducted to investigate the dynamic overpressure stabilization of the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov (RM) instability in
inertial connement fusion (ICF) targets during the start-up phase of implosion. Theory and hydrodynamic simulations predict that due to localized
thermal ux variations modulating the dynamic pressure, the components
of the perturbation spectrum at the ablation front oscillate in time. The
oscillation frequency depends on the mode wavenumber, ablation velocity
and density scalelength or ablation front thickness. These predictions were
veried on the 30-kJ OMEGA laser facility by measuring the perturbation
amplitudes and frequencies directly, through face-on x-ray radiography. A
high-resolution, Ir-coated Kirkpatrick-Baez microscope, coupled to a highcurrent streak tube provided a continuous record of the target areal density
during shock transit, when it is dominated by the evolution of the ablative
RM instability. Planar plastic targets with variable thickness (30-60 µm)
and single mode (λ = 10 − 30 µm) perturbations on the front surface were
irradiated by 1.5 ns square UV laser pulses with intensities ranging from

5 × 1013 W/cm2 to 4 × 1014 W/cm2 . Results clearly indicate a phase reversal
in the evolution of the target areal density perturbations, in agreement with
theory and simulation. The predicted dependence of the oscillation period
on laser intensity and modulation wavelength was veried.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Nuclear Fusion

Nuclear fusion occurs in stars, where protons undergo a sequence of elementary processes forming helium nuclei and releasing substantial amounts of
nuclear energy. The tremendous gravitational forces act against thermal and
radiative pressure to conne the energetic protons that can then, with nite
probability, overcome the Coulomb barrier due to their accumulated thermal
energy. The high densities in the large stellar core allow for a sustained burn
at relatively low temperatures (compared to man-made environments considered later in the text). In the early 1920s this mechanism was rst suggested
by Eddington [1] and then developed further by the work of Bethe and others in the 1940s [2]. This work described two main mechanisms of hydrogen
burn in stars; the proton-proton (p-p) chain and the carbon-nitrogen-oxygen
(CNO) cycle, both starting with 4 protons, with (4 He) as the nal product1 .
The idea to exploit this natural source of virtually inexhaustible energy in terrestrial conditions has its roots in the nuclear-weapons programs of the USA
and the USSR in the early 1950s, when the catastrophic energy release from
1

The mass of the end product is 0.71 percent less than the combined mass of the initial

4 protons. The dierence ∆m is released as nuclear energy ∆E = ∆mc2
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the rst H-bomb explosions showed that if pursued, controlled fusion must
inhabit very dierent parametric space of energies and timescales. At about
the same time, the rst experiments to conne plasmas in magnetic elds for
the purpose of controlled nuclear fusion started at places such as Los Alamos
where a toroidal pinch scheme was used [3] and Princeton University where
a group led by Spitzer worked with his gure-of-eight "Stellarator", under
the project Matterhorn [4]. Signicant progress was also being made on the
international science scene. In 1951, the Soviet physicists Andrei Sakharov
and Igor Tamm designed the promising Tokamak [5] (Toroidalnya Kamera
ee Magnetnaya Katushka) scheme for magnetic plasma connement. It was
made public knowledge in 1956 by Kurchatov's famous Harwell lecture. At
Harwell in the United Kingdom, British physicists were carrying most of the
UK fusion research using the ZETA (a toroidal pinch) device. All fusion
research remained classied until the 1958 Atoms for Peace conference in
Geneva. At this meeting the exchange of information made it clear that
more detailed knowledge of plasma behavior was required. This led to an
increase in theoretical research during the 1960s. Later, in 1968, Kurchatov's
T3 Tokamak [6] made an important breakthrough and Tokamak connement
studies became widespread during the following decades with such devices as
the American TFTR [7], the European JET [8] and the Japanese JT-60U [9].
These facilities are the foundation for a next generation tokamak, the ITER
(International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor) [10]. This device, a
joint project of the international magnetic fusion community, is designed to
sustain burning thermonuclear plasma for several minutes and produce net
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energy gain.
In the early 60s, the invention of the Laser marked the beginning of the
Inertial Connement Fusion initiative, initially in secret, until part of the
research was declassied in the early seventies [11]. The basic principle was
to accomplish the compression and heating of a pellet containing nuclear fuel
using the momentum imparted to the fuel by the material ablated outwards
for the duration of the laser pulse (rocket eect). In 1972 the publication
of Ref. [11] made the idea available to the broad scientic community and
started an eort marked with gradual and steady progress, leading to laser
facilities such as OMEGA [12] at the University of Rochester, and the, soon
to be completed, National Ignition Facility (NIF) [13].
At present, the main theoretical and experimental eort is concentrated
on the development of principles and schemes for; 1) achieving successful
ignition (the nuclear burn process becomes self-supported due to the energy
released by the short-penetration-length α-particles, stopped within the fuel
mass) by designing the appropriate targets and implosion congurations for
the NIF, and; 2) increasing the thermonuclear gain (the ratio of output thermonuclear energy to the input energy, needed for compression and heating)
of these targets, without sacricing implosion stability. It has been widely
acknowledged that target designs that can have potentially higher gains are
typically more hydrodynamically unstable [14, 15]. This leads to a need to
better understand the instability growth in ICF targets, as well as the stabilizing mechanisms that can reduce it. Current research on this subject (part
of which is this work) concentrates both on the mitigation of hydrodynamic
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instabilities through novel target designs and advanced implosion dynamics concepts, and on the reduction of the initial amplitudes (seeds) of these
instabilities.

1.2

Principles of Controlled Fusion

There are several elementary nuclear fusion reactions that have high enough
cross-sections [16] and release sucient amount of energy to be possible candidates for controlled thermonuclear fusion. They involve the Hydrogen isotopes deuterium (D) or tritium (T):

D + D → T (1.01 M eV ) + H (3.02 M eV ) ,

(1.1)

D + D → He3 (0.82 M eV ) + n (2.45 M eV ) ,

(1.2)

D + T → He4 (3.5 M eV ) + n (14.1 M eV ) ,

(1.3)

D + He3 → He4 (3.6 M eV ) + H (14.7 M eV ) .

(1.4)

where the branching probability for the rst or second processes is ∼50%
at the temperatures of peak cross-section. The kinetic energy carried by
the product particles is the mass excess of the sum of reactants over the
total mass of reaction products. The third reaction Eq. (1.3) is currently
the basis of most modern ICF target designs, where the fuel is a gaseous
(or ice, or combination thereof) mix of the two isotopes. It has the largest
peak cross-section (occurring at lower temperatures than the other three)
with specic energy of Q=3.3x1011 J/g (at temperatures of T ∼ 4 × 104 eV ).
The DT cross-section becomes appreciable at temperatures of a few to a
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few tens keV where the hydrogen fuel is a fully ionized plasma. The actual
temperatures relevant for the nuclear cross-section are given by the so called
Gamow window, which represents the peak in the product of the Maxwellian
tail of the reactant velocity distribution and the rapidly diminishing reaction
cross-section at kinetic energies below the Coulomb barrier. The quantity <

σ(T )υ(T ) >, the Maxwellian-averaged product of the temperature-dependent
cross-section σ(T ) and the relative interaction velocity υ(T ), is the measure
for the reaction rate, appreciable only in the Gamow temperature window.
Under these conditions, bremsstrahlung is the main mechanism of radiative
energy loss [17,18] and it must be accounted for when designing ICF ignition
targets.
Concerning fuel availability, Deuterium has natural abundance of 1:6700
with respect to Hydrogen and can be extracted from sea water. Since Tritium
is unstable (with a half life of 12 years) it has to be generated in a nuclear
reaction. It can be bred from Lithium in a breeder blanket surrounding
the fusion plasma chamber where part of the fast-neutron ux (Eq. 1.3) is
captured:

Li6 + n → T + He4 + 4.8M eV, and
7

4

(1.5)

Li + n → T + He + n − 2.5M eV .
The abundance of Lithium in the earth's crust is relatively high, 0.004%. Natural Lithium contains the isotope Li7 , which allows the endothermic reaction
in Eq. (1.5).
A practical ICF energy-production implementation that relies on Eq.
(1.3) must be able to achieve ignition and must have an energy gain suf-
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ciently greater than one to warrant a power plant. The key to ignition is
the control of the plasma over periods of time long enough to allow burn of
signicant portion of the fuel before its disassembly. This is true for both major approaches towards plasma connement - via magnetic elds and based
on the inertia of converging fuel. For ICF, disassembly or connement time
is merely an expression of the rst Newton principle - it is the nite time
(< 10−9 s) needed for the compressed fuel to move certain distance under the
eect of its high pressure, acting against its own inertia. More quantitatively,
it is the time needed for a decompression wave traveling at the speed of sound
from the vacuum-plasma interface towards the bulk of the fuel mass, to reach
its center and lead to the expansion of the entire fuel mass. As pointed out
in Ref. [19], for the simple case of spherical pellet with radius R and constant
fuel density, the mass averaged connement time is τ = R/4cs , where cs is
the average sound speed.
In the previous paragraph, the word control implies that certain conditions have to be met during the time of plasma connement. The meaningful
quantities are the fuel density and temperature. The density is related to
the physics of nuclear-burn and determines the number of elementary nuclear reactions and ultimately the energy gain. This is not independent of
the fuel temperature, which has to be within the range of maximum reaction
cross-section. To put it in quantitative form, the product of the connement
time τ and the number density n of reacting nuclei at a given fuel temperature determines the quality of the fusion process (i.e. the neutron yield),
and it must exceed a certain value (the so called Lawson criterion [20]) for
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a reaction where the total energy used is recovered as thermonuclear energy
(break-even). Lawson derived this based on the energy balance of a fusion
process with bremsstrahlung radiation and transport losses. At a xed implosion temperature of 10 keV, the criterion for breakeven (D-T fusion) is,

nτ ≥ 2.6 × 1014 s/cm3 .

(1.6)

In ICF, the product nτ is brought to the required levels by compressing
the fuel to much higher densities (∼ 1025 vs. 1014 cm−3 ) for much shorter
times (typically less than a nanosecond vs. a second or so) than magnetic
fusion. The commonly used equivalent to the product nτ in laser fusion is
the fuel areal density, ρR, which is related to nτ through the characteristic
expansion (disassembly) velocity nτ = ρR/(4cs mDT ), where mDT = 2.5AM U
is the average mass of a DT nucleus and cs is determined by the plasma
temperature. By establishing a reasonable value for the burn fraction (the
amount of burnt fuel divided by the total fuel amount) of f = 1/3, Ref.
[19] derives the necessary areal density threshold, ρR ' 3 g/cm2 , the ICF
equivalent to the Lawson criterion. This requirement explains the need for
highly-compressed fuel; at normal densities (ρDT ∼ 0.25 g/cm3 ) the total
mass (target radius) needed for achieving this areal density is prohibitive,
2.6 kg, which at the preset burn fraction will release the energy (2.9 × 1014 J ,
or 70 kilotons of TNT) of a hydrogen bomb. If instead, the fuel has 1000
times its normal density the mass needed for the same areal density is 5 mg
yielding a manageable 5.5 × 108 J of nuclear energy.
A fuel-lled capsule is characterized by its initial radius R0 and the thickness of the ablator shell ∆R. The ratio of those two quantities denes the
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initial shell aspect ratio, A = R0 /∆R. The in-ight aspect ratio (IF AR)
is this quantity during the implosion, when both R0 and ∆R change due
to compression and ablation. The implosions typically have convergence ratios, C = R0 /Rmin of 30 to 40. The IF AR is also proportional to the ratio of the fuel pressure PF to the ablation pressure Pa . This follows from
Newton's law for a unit areal mass element msh = ρsh ∆R of the shell:
2
∼ ρsh (Pa ∆t/msh )2 ∼ Pa R0 /∆R, where ∆t ∼ R0 /Vsh , where Vsh
PF ∼ ρsh Vsh

is the speed of the shell material and Pa is the ablation pressure. Since the fuel
pressure is proportional to the ablation pressure through the in-ight aspect
ratio, it is desirable to minimize the ablator thickness for the same amount of
fuel (maximizing IFAR and increasing the fuel pressure). However, any initial
target surface roughness or laser imprint (created by nonuniformities in the
laser intensity prole [21]) will grow during implosion due to hydrodynamic
instabilities and if the ablator shell is too thin, rupture the shell. This would
prevent the proper formation of the plasma hot spot and subsequent nuclear
burn. It can be shown that the Rayleigh-Taylor (R-T) instability [22, 23]
√

grows as e

IF AR

for the most damaging instability modes that have wave-

length, λ = 2π/k , comparable to the in-ight shell thickness ∆R. Assuming
√
the classical growth rate2 , γ = kg , an initial perturbation η0 on the shell
√ 2
√
√
√
surface will grow as η(t) = η0 e kgt = η0 e gt 2π/λ ∼ η0 e R2π/∆R ∼ η0 e IF AR
with time t, under an eective acceleration g = Pa /(ρsh ∆R). Therefore, it is
of utmost importance to improve the implosion symmetry, by mitigating the
mechanisms that seed the hydrodynamic instabilities and minimizing their
2

The Rayleigh-Taylor instability and its growth rate under dierent conditions will be

discussed in Chapter 2
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growth rate. More stable targets allow the use of thinner shells for increased
nal fuel pressure, i.e. improved hot spot formation.

1.3

Direct-Drive ICF Implosion Dynamics:
Shock Transit.

In imploding ICF targets, hydrodynamic instabilities, such as the RayleighTaylor [22,23] or Richtmyer-Meshkov [24,25] instabilities, cause perturbations
at the ablation surface to grow rapidly, destroying fuel compression symmetry, or even rupturing the shell and mixing the ablator and fuel materials.
This can drastically lower the peak compression and thus reduce the gain,
and perhaps even preclude ignition. The R-T instability is seeded either by
imperfections on the target shell surface(s) or by nonuniformities of the driving laser beams, which are imprinted as pressure modulations on the target.
The initial conditions for this instability are seeded in the startup phase of
implosion, before shell acceleration. During this phase, a shock wave (or multiple shock waves, depending on the drive dynamics) propagates through the
shell, breaks out of its back surface, sending a rarefaction wave back into the
compressed material and the shell material at its front starts to accelerate.
The R-T instability starts at the end of this phase when the rarefaction wave
reaches the perturbed ablation front. Perturbations on the inner surface of
the ablator can be fed out [26] to the ablation front by the rarefaction wave
and thus contribute to the instability growth.
To mitigate the eects of laser imprint, indirect driving with x rays,
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generated by the laser within an enclosure made out of high-Z elements (a
hohlraum), was chosen for the initial phase of operation of NIF. The x-ray
intensity prole, incident on the capsule does not have the inhomogenuities
associated with laser speckle. In addition, the x-ray-driven capsules ablate
much faster, reducing the eect of hydrodynamic instability growth in the
shell. While indirect drive reduces the eect of hydrodynamic instabilities,
the direct drive approach, where laser (or particle) beams irradiate a fuel
capsule directly, in a spherically convergent geometry, has greater coupling
eciency, using more of the drive energy for compression and heating of the
fuel. Also, the characteristic interaction region between the laser and the
diverging coronal3 plasma is minimized in spherical geometry, reducing the
eect of laser-plasma instabilities. The relative simplicity in the geometry
and pellet fabrication, as well, as the minimum interaction surface and minimum energy transport distance per unit fuel volume are advantages of the
direct drive scheme (Fig. 1.1).
In direct drive ICF, a D-T lled target shell is irradiated with laser light
in a spherically convergent scheme leading to compression and heating to
the densities and temperatures required for ignition. The primary energy
deposition mechanism is inverse bremsstrahlung [27] in the region of subcritical density. This region's boundary is the isochoric contour with electron
density ne = nc (the critical surface), where the plasma frequency
s
4πne e2
ωpe =
me
3

(1.7)

This analogy with stellar atmospheres is common in the literature. The corona is the

ablated, hot, low-density material, radiating in a broad spectrum.
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Laser

DT Fuel
Corona
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R

Shell

Fig. 1.1: Direct drive ICF geometry. The laser energy is deposited in the plasma
corona, near the surface of critical density and then transported to the ablating
shell by thermal conduction.

becomes equal to the laser frequency ω and no light can propagate into the
higher density plasma - a result of the dispersion relation
r
2
ωpe
ω
k = 1− 2 ,
ω c

(1.8)

for light propagation in non-absorbing plasma [28]. In the above formulae e is
the electron charge, me is its mass, k is the electromagnetic wavenumber and
c is the speed of light. The deposited energy is transported to the cold part
of the target shell by thermal conduction and a sharp heat front is formed
between the heated and cold parts of the shell due to the highly nonlinear
nature of the thermal conductivity. The plasma at this heat (or ablation)
front expands outwards; applying dynamic pressure (ablation pressure) that
compresses the target. At the beginning of this phase, the ablation pressure
sends a radially-propagating shock wave into the target. surface irregularities
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will modulate the shock front due to variations in the local dynamic pressure. As it propagates, the nonuniform shock wave generates local velocity,
acceleration and density perturbations in the compressed region. The eect
of nonuniformities in the laser beam intensity prole will be the same - mass
modulations will be imprinted at the heat front and a rippled shock wave will
propagate. While the speckle in the drive beams is present for the duration of
the laser pulse, it cannot imprint pressure perturbations at the ablation front
as eectively later in the pulse, due to the formation of a plasma atmosphere
(thermal conduction zone) between the critical surface and the ablation front,
where, by the dissipative nature of thermal conduction, the resulting pressure perturbations are smoothed [29]. The laser beam nonuniformities, in
eect, decouple from the ablation surface at later times. This explains why
the initial conditions for instability growth are determined mainly at the
startup phase of implosion. The resulting perturbations, in the absence of
steady acceleration during shock transit, give rise to the ablative case of the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability [24, 25] expressed in the growth of mass perturbations at the ablation surface. This growth, in contrast to the classical
RM instability is not linear in time. 2-D hydrodynamic simulations [30, 31]
have shown that there are temporal oscillations in the Fourier components of
the ablation front perturbations; their frequency and amplitude depending
on the laser intensity, the component's wave number, and target material.
The stabilizing mechanism behind this behavior was attributed [32] to the
dynamic overpressure of the blow-o plasma at the perturbed ablation front.
An analytic treatment of the ablative RMI was given in Ref. [32], where the
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stability analysis of the perturbed ablation front during shock transit was carried out by simplifying the underlying unsteady conservation equations with
the help of idealization of the ablation front as a surface of discontinuity.
This sharp-boundary model (SBM) [33] is applicable for perturbations with
wavelength much larger than the density-gradient scale-length. For ablation
fronts with large Froude number (dened as F r = Va2 /(gL0 ) - the ratio of
the ablation velocity Va squared and the product of shell acceleration g , and
ablation-front thickness4 L0 ), such as in direct-drive cryogenic DT targets,
the unstable spectrum consists of only long wavelength modes, so the use
of the SBM is justied. For these targets, the short-wavelength spectrum is
stable during the R-T phase, since there is a cuto in the R-T growth rate
dependent on the density-gradient scale-length [34, 35]:
s
p
(kVa )2
γ ≈ kg − k 2 Va Vbl − 2kVa ≈ kg −
− 2kVa .
µ(ν) (kL0 )1/ν

(1.9)

For all the wavenumbers k > k0 = g/(Va Vbl ) the quantity under the square
root is negative and the perturbed modes oscillate in time (with decaying
amplitudes, due to the −2kVa term). In the above equations, Vbl is the blowo velocity, ν is the power index for the thermal conduction, κ ∼ T ν , and

µ(ν) = (2/ν)1/ν /Γ(1 + 1/ν) + 0.12/ν 2 (Γ is the gamma function). For NIF
DT cryogenic target designs [36] L0 ≈ 0.01µm (considering irradiation by
the 50-to-100 TW/cm2 constant intensity foot at the beginning of a typical
direct-drive NIF pulseshape), ν ≈ 2 and Va ≈ 2.2 µm/ns so that for k >

1/(L0 Fr2 ) ≈ 25µm−1 the spectrum oscillates. In Eq.(1.9) Vbl was taken from
4

dened later in the text and proportional to the minimum density-gradient scale-length

M in[ρ/(dρ/dx)]
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the self-consistent stability analysis [35, 37] of the ablative R-T instability
for steady equilibrium. This relation5 , comes from the approximation of
the steady ablation front with an isotherm, giving rise to a jump condition
for the longitudinal velocity perturbations at the ablation front. This jump
condition provides closure to the system of boundary conditions, derived in
the framework of the SBM. Previous theoretical work [38] on the subject
did not include the eect of nite thermal conductivity since a deagration
model (Chapman-Jouget) was used and the conduction zone was taken to
be innitely thin (a surface of discontinuity). For this reason that model
failed to capture the dynamic overpressure eect, resulting in linearly growing
perturbations that saturate at later times. In a more recent work [39], the
authors used the gasdynamic model to assign a pressure perturbation at the
ablation front and thus close the set of equations but an approximation of the
unchanged transverse ow at the ablation front led to a result similar to [38].
Goncharov [32] solved this inconsistency between theory and simulations by
combining the SBM described above with the results from the self-consistent
analysis of ablation fronts. The physical interpretation of his results is that
an excess/ deciency of dynamic pressure at the local peaks/ valleys of the
perturbed ablation surface (Fig. 1.2) turns the steady perturbation growth
into oscillations. This excess/ deciency is the result of local steepening/
attening of the temperature gradient leading to an increase/decrease of the
heat ux in the perturbation peaks/valleys of the isothermal ablation surface.
The net eect is a local increase/ decrease of the mass ablation rate and the
5

Eq. (2.75)
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Fig. 1.2: Local variations in the dynamic pressure modify the heat ux at the
perturbation peaks (valleys) of the ablation front. This increases the mass ablation rate at the peaks [40] and reduces it at the valleys, resulting in reduced
perturbations.

perturbation amplitudes are reduced. They go through a phase reversal,
crossing the zero level and starting to increase again. This is due to the
linear (with amplitude η ) restoring force that the dynamic overpressure term

δP applies on the displaced material:
F (η) = −∇(δP ) ≈ −∇(ρa Va δVbl ) ≈ −∇(ρa Va Vbl kη) = −k 2 ρa Va Vbl η .
(1.10)
As a result of this restoring force, the ablation front perturbations oscillate
with frequency,

ω=k

p

Va Vbl .

(1.11)

This simple physical argument does not show the decaying nature of these
oscillations which is seen from the growth rate formula (1.9). In order to
gain a thorough understanding of the initial phase of R-T growth and the
associated seeding mechanisms, it is necessary to perform experiments that
verify the predictions of theory and simulations concerning the shock transit
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during the startup phase of an ICF implosion. Quantifying the stabilizing
eect of the dynamic overpressure is important since it seems to be the main
factor determining the amplitudes of the perturbation seeds. This is the
subject of this thesis.

1.4

Summary

In direct-drive inertial connement fusion there are many factors that can
lead to perturbations of the imploding shell. Since the interfaces are hydrodynamically unstable, the perturbations will grow due to instabilities. By far
the most important is considered to be the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. It will
be reviewed along with its seeding mechanisms in Chapter 2. The seeding
mechanisms include laser imprinting, surface roughness of the shell (external and internal), beam power balance and the nite number of spherically
convergent beams. Due to the last factor, some irradiation inhomogeneity
will always be present. The instabilities cannot be completely mitigated by
eliminating the seeds but they can be suppressed to acceptable levels - the
perturbations can still grow but not to large enough amplitudes to rupture
the shell and generate mixing. This can be achieved by reducing the seed factors or by designing the implosion experiments such that the growth rates are
decreased. A reduction of the laser imprinting can be achieved by smoothing
the laser beam intensity proles. Several successful smoothing techniques,
have already been implemented on OMEGA [4143] and other laser facilities [44]. The Richtmyer-Meshkov instability is a precursor (seed) for the
R-T instability. It occurs when a shock wave traverses a perturbed uid
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interface. It will be described in the third section of Chapter 2. Both the
classical and the ablative (characteristic of ICF) cases will be considered. The
ablation front modies the classical evolution of these two instabilities and
exposes new physical phenomena important to ICF. The propagation of the
perturbed shock wave and evolution of perturbations at the ablation front
during shock transit will be discussed. A review of the current analytical
theory describing the ablative RMI will be presented along with results from
2-D hydrodynamic simulations. The stabilization of the Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability (RMI) by the dynamic overpressure is described in Chapter 2.
The primary experimental methods and diagnostics to study the ablative RM instability are described in Chapter 3. Through-foil radiography is
used to record the mass perturbations in planar ICF targets driven by the
OMEGA laser. The observable quantity is the target areal density that is
modulated by the evolving interface perturbations. The design of the experimental setup based on the previously specied requirements is discussed,
highlighting the bounds of the experimental parameters. Two dierent radiographic systems are described. The rst (described in Appendix B) is
based on pinhole imaging system, coupled to a framing camera, taking discrete target snapshots in time, while the other consists of a newly developed
Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) microscope and a high-current streak tube, providing
continuous records of target areal density. Further details on the development
and characterization of the high-throughput (a primary experimental requirement), high-resolution KB optic are found in Appendix C. The advantages
over a pinhole array are explained, giving details on its performance charac-
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teristics. The matching with the advanced streak tube and characterization
of the instrument's current handling capabilities are discussed.
Chapter 4 describes the dynamic overpressure experiments performed on
OMEGA with both diagnostic instruments. The results include a comparison between the two approaches, showing their respective advantages and
disadvantages. Analysis of the experimental data is presented. Based on this
analysis, the role of dynamic overpressure in setting the initial conditions
for R-T instability growth is discussed. The experimental results conrm
the predictions of the linear theoretical model and simulations; The growth
of perturbations at the ablation front is stabilized by dynamic overpressure.
As a result the components of the perturbation spectrum undergo temporal
oscillations during the shock transit. The oscillation frequency depends on
the perturbation wave number k ; shorter-wavelength modes oscillate faster.
The initial conditions for the R-T instability are determined by the amplitude and phase of the oscillating mass perturbations. Dynamic overpressure
continues to be important during the acceleration phase, by suppressing the
R-T growth. The underlying physical mechanism, driving this phenomenon
is the presence of a sharp ablation front in the imploding target. The ablation velocity Va , the ratio of the mass ablation rate ṁ and the density ρa of
the ablating compressed material, aects both the frequency and amplitude
of the perturbation mode oscillations. These quantities are inherently dicult to measure. A new technique for measurement of the mass ablation rate

ṁ is presented in Appendix D. Concluding remarks and future directions of
research are presented in Chapter 5.
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2. HYDRODYNAMIC INSTABILITIES
IN ICF TARGETS
The stability of an ICF implosion is one of the primary factors determining
the target gain and whether the target will successfully ignite. Peak fuel compression, hot spot formation, symmetry of the core, and ultimately neutron
yield are all aected by hydrodynamic instabilities. Instabilities are present
throughout the implosion. In the startup phase, the shock-driven RichtmyerMeshkov instability [24, 25], or more precisely its ablative version, is present
at the ablation surface. It determines the seeds of the ablative RayleighTaylor instability [22, 23] that lead to signicant perturbation growth during
both the acceleration and deceleration phases of implosion and thus has the
most damaging role for the distortion of the shell and reduction of compression symmetry. There are other factors that reduce the stability of an ICF
implosion (e.g. convergent Bell-Plesset instability [45]) but they are beyond
the scope of this thesis. This Chapter will introduce the classical and ablative version of the Richtmyer-Meshkov and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities, with
special attention on the ablative case of the RM instability, the stabilization
of which is the subject of this work.

2.1 The Classical and Ablative Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

2.1
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The Classical and Ablative
Rayleigh-Taylor Instability

The Rayleigh - Taylor instability [22, 23] occurs when a light uid accelerates heavier one, or in other words, when the density gradient and eective
uid acceleration have opposing orientations (g. 2.1). This happens at the

Ρ1 >Ρ2

g
Ρ1
Λ

L
Ρ2

ÑΡ

Fig. 2.1: In a gravitational eld, where a heavy uid with density ρ1 is on top
of a lighter uid with density ρ2 the interface is in unstable equilibrium and any
perturbation will grow until the uids have exchanged places (the potential energy
is minimized)

ablation front during the acceleration phase of an ICF implosion when the
hot ablating plasma is pushing the much denser (and colder) shocked shell
material inwards. The R-T instability also occurs when the shell starts to
decelerate, slightly before peak compression. During this phase, the hot, lowdensity core is decelerating the denser, colder shell and perturbations on the
inner shell interface grow. The R-T instability can also be present before the
start of shell acceleration. This occurs for target designs where higher density
ablator material (such as CH) is overcoated on the outside of the DT capsule.
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The inner interface of the CH ablator is R-T unstable during the time of rarefaction wave propagation, until the compression wave from the main drive
pulse catches up with the interface and reorients the pressure gradient. The
R-T instability is seeded in a variety of ways, highlighting the importance of
proper characterization of the instability, and any precursor mechanisms that
determine its initial conditions and growth rate. To understand their role it
is instructive to review the classical and ablative R-T cases. Detailed treatment for the linear theory of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability can be found in
such seminal works as [46] and its full derivation will not be repeated here.
The single-mode, linear growth rate of small perturbations at an interface
between two incompressible, inviscid uids with densities ρ1 and ρ2 in an
eective gravitational eld g oriented towards the lower-density uid (ρ2 for
instance) is

r
γcl =

p
ρ1 − ρ2
kg = Acl kg ,
ρ1 + ρ2

(2.1)

where k is the wavenumber of the Fourier component and Acl is the Atwood
number. This formula can be derived, using simple physical (energy conservation) arguments, without considering the full set of uid (Euler) equations.
Two uids with densities ρ1 and ρ2 , superimposed in an acceleration eld g
directed from the heavy towards the light uid, represent a system that is in
unstable equilibrium if there are no disturbances at the interface. Consider
a small-amplitude, single-mode perturbation η = η0 sin ky at the interface of
a large uid system (Fig. 2.1) with a characteristic dimension D (kD À 1)
along the density gradient and let ρ2 ¿ ρ1 (for simplicity and consistent with
the ICF case). The displacement of an areal mass element mη ∼ ρ1 η at the
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interface will create a change in the potential energy of the system that is
compensated by movement of the unstable region. The extent (scalelength)

L of the disturbance in this region is of the order of the wavelength of perturbation (L ∼ λ) and the average uid velocity is υ ∼ (dη/dt). The energy
conservation condition is

∆E = ∆Ek + ∆Ep ∼ ρ1 L(

dη 2
) − ρ1 gη 2 = 0 ,
dt

(2.2)

where g is the magnitude of the gravitational acceleration. Taking the time
derivative yields

d2 η
g
1 dL dη
− η+
=0.
2
dt
L
2L dt dt

(2.3)

Since L ∼ λ does not vary with time for small amplitudes, the asymptotic
solution is of the form η ∼ η0 e

√
kgt

. The full solution of the linearized equa-

tion for the surface perturbations is a linear combination of the terms e−γcl t
and eγcl t , and thus there is a transition period after the onset of the instability, during which the two terms compete. At later times, t À 1/γcl the
perturbations grow exponentially with the growth rate of Eq. (2.1). The
linear solution is valid when no dissipative mechanisms are active in the system. Thermal conductivity, viscosity, surface tension are neglected. Despite
these simplications, the evolution of perturbations with large amplitudes
(for which the perturbation wavelength λ is of the order of the amplitude η )
is not analytically tractable, although several attempts to treat those cases in
the weakly nonlinear regime have been made [4749]. For large initial amplitudes or suciently late in time the growth of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability
can only be computed numerically, since no analytical model is available.
Despite this complexity, several important conclusions can be drawn using
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these energy conservation arguments. For large amplitudes, the scalelength
of disturbance L is of the order of the amplitude η and Eq. (2.3) becomes

1 dη
d2 η
+ ( )2 = g .
2
dt
2η dt

(2.4)

The asymptotic solution of this equation, η ∼ gt2 , shows that there is saturation in the initially exponential growth for large perturbation amplitudes.
Due to the increased inertial mass mη ∝ η of the disturbed region, the growth
in time slows down to a power law (free fall). At this stage, sharp massive
peaks ("spikes") and shallow large-area valleys ("bubbles") are formed and
their evolution follows separate paths. The spikes enter into free fall, while
the bubbles tend to rise with constant velocity [48, 5054]. The perturbation
growth and its saturation become more complex when the realistic broadband
case is considered. Smalyuk's experimental work, described in Ref. [54] treats
many of the related phenomena. In ICF, where the interface of interest (the
ablation front) has a density prole with nite density gradient scalelength

L = ρ/(∂ρ/∂r), the compressibility, and nite thermal conduction may not
be neglected as they both reduce the value of the RTI growth rate from its
classical value. Ablation, the result of thermal conduction, aects the growth
rate during RTI growth and also the initial perturbation amplitudes seeded
prior to shell acceleration.

2.1.1 Rayleigh-Taylor Instability in ICF Targets
This work's primary concern is the startup phase of an ICF implosion, when
the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability (RMI) is the dominant perturbation evolution mechanism at the ablation front. The subsequent acceleration phase
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determines the "quality" of implosion as characterized by the fuel assembly.
To understand the initial conditions for this phase, such as imprint levels
one has to follow the perturbation evolution through the shock transit period and further into the transition regime when the shell acceleration begins
and several mechanisms aect the perturbation amplitudes. The role of the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability in ICF implosions is clear from the arguments
about the ICF target IFAR, presented in the introduction. The practically
achievable magnitude of IFAR (and consequently the gain) is limited by the
R-T growth of the modes1 with wavelength close to the in-ight shell thickness ∆R. Thus, it is important to study all of the mechanisms that account
for the reduction of the classical R-T growth rate in the presence of ablation.
The ablative R-T growth must be small enough that the shell remains intact
during implosion. Ablative stabilization of the R-T growth in ICF targets is
supported by both simulations [55] and experiment. The understanding of
the stabilization mechanisms has developed gradually, going through several
stages. Lindl [55] rst introduced a damping factor in the growth rate to
account for ablation (note that the Atwood number in most ICF scenarios is
very close to unity and therefore it will be omitted in most of the formulas),

γ=

p

kg − kVa .

(2.5)

His reasoning was that the interface has eectively moved with x ∼ Va ∆t in
a time ∆t and thus the mode amplitudes, which decay as e−kx into the target
material, will be modied by e−kVa ∆t . Later, he revisited the formula to allow
1

Longer wavelength modes grow slowly, while the ones with shorter wavelength either

saturate or don't grow at all due to cuto in the growth rate (Eq. 1.9)
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for density gradients (based on comparison to numerical simulations)
r
kg
γ=
− kVa .
(2.6)
1 + kL
Bodner [33] derived

γ≈

p

kg + 0.25k 2 Va2 − 0.5kVa ,

(2.7)

for the special case of kL ∼ 1. For direct drive, with kL ¿ 1, Takabe's
formula, [56]

p
γ = 0.9 kg − 3kVa ,

(2.8)

in which the numerical factors are determined by comparison with simulation
results, is widely used. This was modied to
r
kg
γ=
− 3kVa ,
1 + kL

(2.9)

for more gradual density gradients.
More recently, Betti and Goncharov [34] provided an analytic understanding of ablative stabilization. Their formulation is used throughout this work.
The R-T growth rate is determined by the Froude number, F r, the eective
power index for thermal conduction, ν , the ablation-front thickness,L0 , and
the ablation velocity, Va . This dependence was obtained by tting the density and pressure proles found from one-dimensional numerical simulations
with the analytic isobaric proles of Kull and Anisimov [57]. Using these
quantities, they calculated the growth rate of the ablative Rayleigh-Taylor
instability using the theory developed by Goncharov et al. [35] By using
tting formulas, the complicated asymptotic expression (valid for arbitrary
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Froude numbers) of the growth rate is written as

q
γ=

ÂT (ν, L0 )kg + δ 2 (ν)k 4 L20 Va2 + Ω(F r, ν, L0 )k 2 Va2 − δ(ν)k 2 L0 Va
− β̂(F r, ν, L0 )kVa , (2.10)

(with δ , Ω and β̄ dened in eqn. (8) of [34]). This can be simplied for
dierent conditions to more compact forms similar to Takabe's. In the case
of large Froude numbers (DT targets) for a broad range of conditions the
tting parameters are

p
γ = 0.94 kg − 2.6kVa .

(2.11)

In Ref. [35], the growth rate formula that is of relevance for this study is
that derived for large Froude numbers F r À 1 and values of the thermal
conduction power index ν close to 2. Those are the conditions in cryogenic
DT targets and the analytical growth rate (2.10) simplies to (1.9) (where
the Atwood number was approximated with unity),

q
γ=

AT kg − A2T k 2 Va Vbl − (1 + AT )kVa .

(2.12)

Equation (2.12) shows that for wavenumbers larger than certain critical value,

kc = AT g/(Va Vbl ), a cuto exists in the R-T growth rate during shell acceleration. This cuto is directly related to the magnitude of the second term
under the square root, the square of the oscillation frequency of the dynamic overpressure eect (Eq. 1.11). This shows that in cryogenic targets
short-wavelength modes are completely stabilized. Ablation not only reduces
the growth, it can turn it into decaying oscillations for certain modes. It is
worth pointing out that if the acceleration in Eq. (2.12) is set to zero (for
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the shock propagation phase - during the constant-intensity foot of the laser
pulse, where g can be treated as an impulse g ∝ Us δ(t)) the perturbation
spectrum oscillates in time. This result is dierent than in the classical case
of Richtmyer-Meshkov instability where the shock-accelerated perturbations
at a uid interface grow linearly with time. A rigorous analysis of the two
cases of unstable perturbation growth will be carried out in the following
section, where the necessary analytical apparatus is established.

2.2

The Classical and Ablative
Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability

Before describing the RMI, a brief overview of the theory of shock waves is
presented. A discontinuous solution (i.e. formation of a shock wave) of the
uid equations is sought for an incompressible uid. The one-dimensional
equations in the frame of reference moving with the shock (at constant speed

Us ) are

and

∂t (

∂t ρ + ∂x (ρw) = 0 ,

(2.13)

ρ∂t w + ρw∂x w + ∂x p = 0 ,

(2.14)

ρw2
γp
ρw2
p
+
) + ∂x [w(
+
)] = 0 ,
γ−1
2
γ−1
2

(2.15)

where w = (v − Us ) is the uid velocity relative to the shock, ρ and p are
the density and pressure of the uid, and γ is the ratio of specic heats. The
ideal gas equation of state is assumed in deriving the above formulae. The
uid regions before and after the shock will be identied as regions 1 and 2
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respectively. Using the mass equation (2.13), one can rewrite the momentum
equation (2.14) in the more compact form

∂t (ρw) + ∂x (p + ρw2 ) = 0 .

(2.16)

Having all three equations in the divergence form2 , ∂t Q + ∂x F (Q) = 0, allows
for a straightforward integration in a small ²-region across the shock front;
R +²
lim²→0 −² (∂t Q + ∂x F (Q))dx = 0, yielding the jump conditions:

[[w(

[[ρw]] = 0 ,

(2.17)

[[p + ρw2 ]] = 0 ,

(2.18)

ρw2
γp
+
)]] = 0 ,
γ−1
2

(2.19)

where [[F ]] ≡ F1 − F2 . In the ICF-relevant, strong-shock limit (characterized
by a shock strength Π = (p2 − p1 )/p1 À 1) the above become

ρ2 '

γ+1
ρ1 ,
γ−1

2
Us ,
γ+1
2
p2 '
ρ1 Us2 .
γ+1
u2 '

(2.20)
(2.21)
(2.22)

2.2.1 Classical Richtmyer-Meshkov Growth. Impulsive
Model.
The Richtmyer-Meshkov (RMI) and Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities can be considered variations of the same instability. As shown by Richtmyer in [24]
2

In the divergence, or conservation form of the uid equations the quantity F represents

the ux of density, momentum and energy respectively.
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where he uses the impulsive model, the linear incompressible case of the instability developing at a shock-accelerated, perturbed interface can be treated
with Taylor's linear theory by replacing the constant acceleration g with an
impulsive one. The acceleration, which naturally enters in the linearized
jump condition for the pressure will be formally present in this derivation
and will be expressed as g(t) ∼ δ(t), where δ(t) is the Dirac delta function.
The passage of a shock wave through a perturbed interface (x = η̃(y, t))
introduces local perturbations in the velocity v → v + ṽ and pressure p →

p + p̃. In the incompressible model, in the frame of reference of the interface,
with the shock wave propagating along the positive x-axis, the mass and momentum conservation equations for the perturbations become (to rst order)

∇ · ṽ = 0 ,

(2.23)

ρ∂t ṽ = −∇p̃ .

(2.24)

and

After a normal mode expansion, equations (2.23) and (2.24) take the form

ıkṽy + ∂x ṽx = 0 ,

(2.25)

ρ∂t ṽy = −ık p̃ ,

(2.26)

ρ∂t ṽx = −∂x p̃ .

(2.27)

and

Combining these equations yields ∂t (∂xx − k 2 )ṽx = 0 and therefore (∂xx −

k 2 )ṽx = f (x). Since f (x) is time-independent, a particular solution of this
PDE will be time independent. To derive the time evolution, one proceeds
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with the solution of the homogeneous equation, neglecting the constants in
time


 ũ(t)e−kx for x > 0,
ṽx =
 ũ(t)ekx for x ≤ 0 .

The linearized jump conditions for the perturbed case become

[[ṽx ]] = 0 ,

(2.28)

¯
¯
[[p]] = p̃1 ¯x=0 − p̃2 ¯x=0 + (ρ1 − ρ2 )g(t)η̃ = 0 ,

(2.29)

¯
and the pressure perturbation is p̃¯x=0 = −ρ∂t ũ(t)/k . Combining Eqs. (2.28)
and (2.29) gives

∂t ũ = −kg(t)AT η̃ .

(2.30)

Note that no assumptions about the impulsive nature of the acceleration g(t)
have been made yet. Equation 2.30 along with the formula for the perturbed
interface

¯
∂t η̃ = ũx ¯x=0 ,

(2.31)

is sucient to obtain the perturbation growth formula η̂(t) using Richtmyer's
impulsive model. Consider a laser accelerated foil where initial, constant
pressure p0 is applied to the corrugated front surface with initial ripple
amplitude η̃0 , at time t = 0. The shock velocity is given by Eq. (2.22),
p
Us ' (γ + 1)p1 /(2ρf oil )). The post-shock velocity is Ups = 2Us /(γ + 1),
The ablation pressure is a step-function in time and so is the post-shock velocity, hence the acceleration is a delta-function g(t) = −Ups δ(t). Eliminating

ũ in (2.30) and (2.31) results in the equation ∂tt η̃ = −kAT g(t)η̃ (AT → 1 is
the Atwood number). This can be solved for η̃(t) using the explicit formula
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for the impulsive acceleration,

η̃(t) = η̃0 (1 + kAT Ups t) .

(2.32)

As shown by this simple model, the modal components of the interface grow
linearly with time if thermal conduction is neglected (classical case). In
the ICF-relevant ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov case, the perturbations evolve
completely dierently. The stabilizing role of the ablative mechanism on the
Richtmyer-Meshkov growth is discussed next.

2.2.2 Ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability
A complete analytical derivation of the ablation-front perturbation growth
formula would be rather lengthy and beyond the scope of this work. In
Ref. [58] the authors have shown the derivation in detail within the framework
of the sharp-boundary model. Here, only the important steps are reviewed.

Equilibrium hydrodynamic proles
The unperturbed hydrodynamic proles will be considered rst in the planar case where a foil with thickness d0 is irradiated by a constant-intensity
laser pulse. The shock front propagates ahead of the subsonic heat front
and the one-dimensional geometry along the axis of shock propagation can
be described by four regions (Fig. 2.2): 1)the undriven part of the target,
upstream of the shock; 2) the compressed material with post-shock density

ρ1 ; 3) the ablation region with characteristic thickness L0 and 4) the region
of blow-o plasma, the region of expansion adjacent to the ablation front.
Across the shock front3 , the thermodynamic quantities, unaected by ther-
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Fig. 2.2: Four distinct regions are identied in a planar ICF target during the
shock transit phase.

mal conduction, are related through the Hugoniot conditions
s
s
ρ2 (p2 − p1 )
Π(γ + 1) + γ − 1
Us ≡ U1 =
= c1
,
ρ1 (ρ2 − ρ1 )
2γ

ρ1
,
ρ2

(2.34)

Π(γ + 1) + γ − 1
,
Π(γ − 1) + γ + 1

(2.35)

U2 = Us
ρ2 = ρ1

(2.33)

where Π is the the shock strength written in terms of the shock Mach number

Ms = Us /c1 ,

p2
2γMs2 − γ + 1
=
.
(2.36)
p1
γ+1
p
In the above equations, c1 = γp1 /ρ1 is the sound speed in the cold target,
Π=

while U1(2) are the uid velocities in the corresponding regions (in the frame
of reference moving with the shock). In the strong shock limit (p2 À p1 )
the velocity magnitudes are |Us | ' 1.79c2 and |U2 | ' 0.45c2 , where c2 is the
3

The scalelength describing the nite shock front thickness, while important parameter

by itself is considered innitely small without compromising the validity of the current
model.
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sound speed in the compressed target. To derive the steady-state quantities
for the ablation front the isobaric model [32, 57] is used. It is strictly valid
for subsonic ablation velocities (Va ¿ c2 ). From the momentum equation,

dx p = −ρg , it follows that the pressure-gradient scalelength is Lp = −p/ρg
but g ' p/(ρd), hence Lp ∼ d. This slow variation of p through the target
justies the isobaric treatment. The energy equation can then be written
as

∇ · (v + L0 Va ρν+1
2

∇ρ
)=0,
ρν+2

(2.37)

with ν being the power index of the nonlinear thermal conductivity κ ∼

T ν . If an ideal gas (RT = p/ρ ' const/ρ) equation of state is assumed
and the resulting relation T /T2 ' ρ/ρ2 is used, equation (2.37) takes the
dimensionless form

dξ
= −ξ ν+1 (1 − ξ) ,
dχ

(2.38)

where ξ = ρ/ρ2 and χ = x/L0 . In the limit x → xa (ξ → 1) the solution is

ρ = ρ2 . Far into the blow-o region (ξ → 0) the density changes as
ρ = ρ2 (νχ)−1/ν .

(2.39)

The ablation front thickness L0 can be estimated by using the equation for
the thermal ux q

∇ · q = −∇ · (κ∇T ) = −ρcp Dt T ,

(2.40)

where Dt = ∂t + v · ∇ is the substantial derivative and cp is the specic heat
at constant pressure. For this one-dimensional case, with constant ablation
velocity, equation (2.40) becomes

∂x κ∂x T = ρ2 Va cp ∂x T .

(2.41)
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If the dierentiation operation is approximated by ∂x = L−1
0 , the resulting
expression for L0 is

L0 = κ/ρ2 Va cp =

¯
(γ − 1)Aκ¯xa
γ ṁ

,

(2.42)

where ṁ = ρ2 Va is the mass ablation rate and A = (Zme + mi )/(Z + 1) is the
average particle mass of the ideal-gas plasma. In Eq. (2.42), me and mi are
the electron and ion mass respectively, and Z is the atomic number. With
this form of L0 used in equation (2.39), the density prole in the blow-o
region is strongly dependent on the thermal conductivity of the plasma at
the ablation front. Thermal conductivity plays an important role in another
relation that connects the minimum value of the density-gradient scalelength

Lmin to the ablation front thickness,
Lmin

ξdx
(ν + 1)ν+1
= Min(
)=
L0 .
dξ
νν

(2.43)

1/ξ
= 0 from equation (2.38) and using
This relation is obtained by solving dξ/dx
¯
the resulting ξ ¯L=L
in the expression for L. It has been shown [59] that
min

for an arbitrary density prole, the maximum value of the short-wavelength
p
R-T growth rate γ(kLmin À 1) ' g/Lmin occurs at the location of minimum density-gradient scalelength. The short-wavelength perturbations are
localized around that same location, as the author proves by noting that
¯
the perturbation eigenfunction decays exponentially away from ξ ¯L=L
[59].
min

This gives a physical understanding to the arbitrarily dened ablation front
thickness L0 by connecting it to Lmin .
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Evolution of the perturbed shock and ablation fronts
Consider a planar foil with initial density ρ0 that has single-mode preimposed
mass modulation with amplitude η0 and wavenumber k on the side irradiated
by the laser. As described in section 2.2.1 a rippled shock wave is launched
into the heavier uid (foil) at t = 0 and, as a result, the uid velocity has
a nonzero lateral component. This is given by the conservation equation for
the tangential velocity (Fig. 2.3)

υ̃y = (U1 − U2 )ex · τ ' (U2 − U1 )∂y ηs ,

(2.44)

where the unit tangential vector, τ = ∂y ηs ex +ey +O[(k ηs )2 ], is a function of
the unit vectors ex and ey . Performing a normal mode expansion (Q = Qeiky )
and rewriting Eq. (2.44)in terms of the shock Mach number Ms = U1 /c1
yields

υ̃y = −2ikηs cs

Ms2 − 1
.
Ms (γ + 1)

(2.45)

The minus sign in Eq. (2.45) shows that the ow is convergent behind the
peak [40] and divergent behind the valley (the part of the interface protruding
into the compressed material). This generates overdense regions behind the
peaks and underdense ones behind the valleys. If the ow behind the shock
front is assumed to be adiabatic (∂t p̃ = c22 ∂t ρ̃), an overpressure is generated
behind the peak and a underpressure behind the valley. The net eect is
attening (reduction of the ripple amplitude) the shock front, since the shock
speed increases with pressure (Eq. 2.33)

dt ηs = Ũs =

(γ + 1)p̃s
dUs
Π̃ =
.
dΠ
4U1 ρ1

(2.46)
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This results in a perturbed longitudinal ow

υ̃x =

y

(Ms2 + 1)p̃s
.
2Ms2 ρ1 U1

1

(2.47)

2

3

pѺ
-pѺ

x

d0

ȣѺ

xs

xa

0

Fig. 2.3: The lateral component υ̃y of the velocity perturbation behind the shock
generates local overpressure p̃ behind the peak and underpressure −p̃ behind the
valley. The laser beam propagates from right to left.

In the compressible case (∇ · ṽ = ∂t ρ̃), Eq. (2.25) through (2.27), combined with the adiabatic relation from the previous paragraph yield an equation for the pressure perturbation p̃ (eliminating ∇ · ṽ ),

∂t2 p̃ = c22 (∂x2 − k 2 )p̃ .

(2.48)

Equation (2.48) can be written in dimensionless form, by introducing

%̃(r, θ) =

p̃(x, t)
,
ρ2 c22

ζs = kηs ,

ζa = kηa ,

(2.49)

where r cosh(θ) = kc2 t = τ , and r sinh(θ) = kx = χ are the dimensionless
time and longitudinal coordinate. Equation (2.48) becomes

∂θ2 %̃ = r∂r %̃ + r2 (∂r2 + 1)%̃ .

(2.50)
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This is equivalent to the system [60]

r2 d2r g(r) = −rdr g(r) + r2 (ν 2 − 1)g(r) ,

(2.51)

d2θ h(θ) = ν 2 h(θ) ,

(2.52)

when one seeks a solution of the form %̃(r, θ) = g(r)h(θ). The general solution
of Eq. (2.50) is the innite sum over the arbitrary separation constant ν of
the product gν (r)hν (r)

%̃(r, θ) =

X

(Aν e−νθ + Bν eνθ )(Cν Jν (r) + Dν Yν (r)) ,

(2.53)

ν

where gν (r) = Cν Jν (r) + Dν Yν (r) is the solution of the ν th order Bessel
equation (2.51) and hν (r) = Aν e−νθ + Bν eνθ is the solution of (2.52). The
constants of the solution will be determined from the initial and boundary
conditions in the domain bounded by r ≥ 0 and θa ≤ θ ≤ θs . The indices
`a' and `s' signify the ablation and shock fronts respectively, the domain
boundaries at which the coordinate θ is xed. In order for the solution to be
bounded at r = 0 (the sonic surface, where χ = τ ) the Neumann function

Yν (r) should be removed from the solution i.e. Dν must be zero. Then Eq.
(2.53) can be rewritten as

%̃(r, θ) =

X
(Mν cosh νθ + Nν sinh νθ)Jν (r) ,

(2.54)

ν

where Mν = Cν (Bν + Aν ) and Nν = Cν (Bν − Aν ). Mν and Nν are determined
using the boundary conditions for %̃(r, θ). At the shock front %̃(r, θs ) is given
by

%̃(r, θs ) =

4 tanh θs
∂r ζs ,
(γ + 1) cosh θs

(2.55)
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which follows immediately from Eq. (2.46), while ∂θ %̃(r, θs ) is

∂θ %̃(r, θs ) = −

2
Ms2 + 1
ζs −
∂r %̃(r, θs ) .
(γ + 1) cosh θs
2Ms2 tanh θs

(2.56)

The last equation is obtained by using equations (2.45), (2.46) and (2.47)
in the perturbed continuity equation ∇ · ṽ = ∂t ρ̃. At the ablation front the
conditions are
(2.57)

%̃(r, θa ) = %̃(r, 0) = 0 ,

∂r2 ζa = −

∂r %̃(r, 0)
.
r

(2.58)

From Eq. (2.57) it follows that Mν in the solution must equal zero for
all values of ν . To nd the coecients Nν , a procedure similar to that in
Refs. [61, 62] is used by taking the Laplace transform in r of the boundary
conditions (2.55) and (2.56), using the solution (2.54). With the Laplace
variable s dened as s = sinh q (for which the transform of the Bessel function Jν (r) becomes e−νq / cosh q ), after elimination of ζs from Eq. (2.55) and
(2.56) one obtains

X
ν

·
e

−νq

Nν sinh νθs

¸
sinh2 q
)
coth νθs sinh 2q + coth θs (cosh q +
Ms2
2

=−

4
cosh q . (2.59)
(γ + 1) cosh θs

The coecients, Nν , are found by equating the sum of the terms with power

ν of the basis function eq to zero. It can be seen immediately that there are
no even powers of eq on the right-hand side and therefore N2k must be zero
for k=0,1,2. . . Calculating the rst three coecients in the series yields

N̄1 = −

8Ms2 tanh θs
,
(γ + 1)(3Ms2 + 1) cosh θs

(2.60)
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N̄3 = N̄1
N̄5 = −N̄3

(Ms2 + 3)
,
Ms2 (1 + 2 tanh θs / tanh 3θs ) + 1

Ms2 − 1 Ms2 (1 − 2 tanh θs / tanh 3θs ) + 5
,
Ms2 + 3 Ms2 (1 + 2 tanh θs / tanh 5θs ) + 1

(2.61)
(2.62)

where N̄2k+1 = N2k+1 sinh(2k + 1)θs has been introduced. Reference [58]
derives a general recurrence relation that allows an arbitrary number of the
coecients N̄ν to be calculated. It also carries out an analysis of the convergence speed of the solution coecients, showing that for a ratio of the
P
P2
specic heats γ > 1.1 the relation ∞
k=0 N̄2k+1 '
k=0 N̄2k+1 holds to within
2% accuracy. This means that the coecients themselves converge rapidly
and justies the retention of only the rst three coecients in the solution
(2.54) as a good approximation. It is useful to note the convergence limit of
∞
X
k=0

N̄2k+1 = −

4 tanh θs
,
(γ + 1) cosh θs

(2.63)

readily derived by setting q = 0 in Eq. (2.59) and showing compliance of the
solution (Eq. 2.54) with boundary condition (2.55).
The shock-front perturbation amplitude can be found by substituting
P
%̃(r, θs ) = ∞
k=0 N̄2k+1 (θs )J2k+1 (r) into Eq. (2.55) and integrating with respect to r:

Z
(γ + 1) cosh θs rs
%̃(r, θs )dr =
ζs = ζ0 +
4 tanh θs
0
¸
·
∞
k
X
(γ + 1) cosh θs X
J2m (rs ) , (2.64)
N̂2k+1
= ζ0 J0 (rs ) −
2 tanh θs
m=1
k=1
where by denition, rs = kc2 t/ cosh θs , while N̂2k+1 = N̄2k+1 /ζ0 are the normalized coecients. To derive the above formula, the relation [63]
Z rs
k
X
J2k+1 (r)dr = 1 − J0 (rs ) − 2
J2m (rs )
0

m=1
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along with Eq. (2.63) were used. If only the rst three coecients are retained
in Eq. (2.64), it takes the form

ηs
2(Ms2 + 1)
' J0 (rs ) +
J2 (rs ) .
η0
3Ms2 + 1

(2.65)

The evolution of the shock-front perturbation ηs (t) for an interface with
1
0.8

Ηs Η0

0.6
0.4
0.2
0
-0.2
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1
t, ns
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Fig. 2.4: Evolution of the shock-front perturbation ηs (t) for an interface with
single-mode preimposed modulation with initial amplitude of 1.75 µm (λ =

20µm, c2 = 36µm/ns, Ms = 6)

single-mode preimposed modulation with initial amplitude of 1.75 µm (λ =

20µm, c2 = 36µm/ns, Ms = 6 ) is shown in Fig. (2.4). The parameters of
the plot are relevant to the OMEGA dynamic overpressure experiments that
will be discussed later. In the asymptotic time limit (rs >> 1)
·r
¸
π
1 2(Ms2 + 1)
cos(rs − ) .
ηs → η0
πrs 3Ms2 + 1
4

(2.66)

As pointed out in [58] this approximate result is valid for the case where

1 ¿ rs ¿ Ms4 , which is the case for practically all ICF-relevant experiments.
For all perturbation modes (with wave number k) within the framework of
this uid-based model, the shock transit through an ICF pellet shell of any
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design is over well before the extremely high, upper time limit Ms4 can be
reached. Thus, the shock-front perturbations in a direct-drive ICF shell can
√
be considered to decay as 1/ t, in line with Eq. (2.66). In principle, for

r À Ms4 the correct formula that agrees with previous asymptotic results [64]
for nite Ms is obtained from the untruncated series and shows a t−3/2 decay
of the perturbation.
While the shock front perturbations decay for a single shock with constant strength, this is not the case with the perturbations at the uid interface (which we can't call yet an ablation front, since heat conduction is
not yet considered). Indeed, as shown in the boundary conditions (2.55) (2.58), since the pressure perturbations %̃(r, θs ) are nite at the shock front
(θ = θs ) and vanish at the interface (θ = 0), there must be nite pressureperturbation gradient ∇p̃ between the two surfaces. Furthermore, since there
is overpressure behind the peak and underpressure behind the valley of the
shock front (Eq. 2.47), the pressure gradient will have opposite directions
at these locations (Fig. 2.5). As a result, the mechanism that suppresses
perturbation growth at the shock front will promote it at the uid interface.
A mass element near it will be accelerated against the pressure gradient,

d2t ηa = ∂t υ̃x (xa ) = −∂x p̃/ρ2 .

(2.67)

This eect will be stronger at early times, due to the increased proximity
of the two interfaces. In the dimensionless coordinates introduced above,
the equivalent of Eq. (2.67) has been derived as Eq. (2.58) and one can
substitute the solution for %̃(r, 0) to determine ζa = kηa . Integrating from 0
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Fig. 2.5: Perturbed pressure gradients with opposite orientation (at the peak and
valley) exist between the shock front and the uid interface. A mass element at the
interface (x = xa ) will be accelerated against this gradient, resulting in perturbation
growth.

to ra = τ = kc2 t:

ζa (τ ) = ζ0 + dτ ζa (0)τ −
¸
Z τ · Z τ0 X
∞
(2k + 1)N2k+1 sinh(2k + 1)τ 00 J2k+1 (τ 00 ) 00
−
dτ dτ 0 , (2.68)
00
τ
0
0 k=0
yields
∞
∞
∞ X
X
X
ζa (τ )
[2(m−k)+1]N2m+1 J2k (τ )−
= 1+ (2k+1)N2k+1 (1−J0 (τ ))−2
ζ0
k=0
k=1 m=k
¸
Z τ · Z τ0
∞
X
00
00
−
N2k+1
J0 (τ )dτ dτ 0 , (2.69)
k=0

0

0

after observing from Eq. (2.46) and (2.47) that at the ablation front, at t=0

dτ ζa (0) =

υ̃x (0, 0)
2(Ms2 + 1)
dt ηs (0) = 0 .
=
c2
c2 Ms2 (γ + 1)

Taking the asymptotic time limit of τ → ∞ gives a result that agrees with
Richtmyer's impulsive model discussed in section 2.2.1, the perturbations at
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the classical uid interface grow linearly in time:

·
ηa (kc2 t À 1) = η0 1 +

∞
X

¸
∞
X
(2i + 1)N2i+1 − (
N2i+1 )kc2 t ,

i=0

(2.70)

i=0

(note that the double integral in the last term of Eq. (2.69) grows as τ for

τ → ∞).

Ablating uid interface: Eect of thermal conduction
Section 1.3 summarized the stabilizing eect that thermal conduction has
on the growth of perturbations at the uid interface. It identied dynamic
overpressure of the blow-o plasma as the main stabilizing mechanism. In
order to derive the analytical formulas that describe this mechanism, the uid
equations and boundary conditions described in the previous section, will be
modied to include thermal conduction. The stability analysis is carried out
in the context of the SBM, introduced in section 1.3. The ablation front
is idealized as a surface of discontinuity (L0 → 0), limiting the validity of
the results to perturbation modes with wavelengths much larger than the
density-gradient scalelength (kL0 ¿ 1). The merits of this restriction to only
long-wavelength modes were previously discussed; the unstable perturbation
spectrum for direct-drive ICF targets, designed to ignite, includes only longwavelength modes. Integrating the linearized conservation equations4 across
the perturbed ablation front and taking the limit of L0 → 0 yields

[[ρdt ηa − ρυ̃x − ρ̃V ]] = 0 ,
4

(2.71)

The perturbed conservation equations, jump conditions across the ablation front and

their linearization are shown in detail in Appendix A.
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[[υ̃y − ikηa V ]] = 0 ,

(2.72)

[[p̃ − 2ρυ̃x V + ρ̃V 2 ]] = 0 ,
¸¸
··
γ − 1 q̃x
υ̃x +
=0,
γ pa

(2.73)
(2.74)

where V is the unperturbed uid velocity on either side of the ablation
front and q̃x is the longitudinal component of the thermal ux perturbation q̃ = κ∇T̃ . An additional jump condition for the longitudinal velocity
perturbations

··
¸¸
ρ̃
υ̃x − V kηa + V
=0,
ρ

(2.75)

is provided by treating the ablation front as an isothermal surface [33, 65].
This condition was derived in [66] from the energy equation (A.3) to close
the system of perturbed jump conditions (2.71 - 2.74) by connecting the
longitudinal perturbation of the heat ux with the ablation velocity. The
jump of the velocity perturbations υ̃x is due to the increased thermal ux at
the peak of the front perturbation, driving an increase of the blow-o velocity
(and ablation velocity respectively).
Combining the incompressibility condition υ̃y = i∂x υ̃x /k with the momentum conservation equations (2.72) and (2.73) in the blow-o region where

V = Vbl (region 3 in Fig. 2.2) yields
(∂t − Vbl ∂x )(∂x2 − k 2 )υ̃x = 0 .

(2.76)

Using the general solution

υ̃x = c2 (Aekx + f (x + Vbl t)) ,

(2.77)
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which is bounded as x → ∞, the jump conditions (2.72 - 2.73) can be combined into a dimensionless equation for the lateral velocity perturbation:

i²υ̃y
+ %̃a + ²V̂bl ζa + ²∂τ ζa = 0 ,
c2

(2.78)

where ² = Va /c2 , V̂bl = Vbl /c2 and the small terms proportional to ρbl /ρa ¿ 1
have been neglected. A combination of Eq. (2.71) and (2.75) results in

υ̃x = dt ηa + (kηa −

ρ̃
)Va ,
ρa

(2.79)

from which the total time derivative of υ̃x can be written as

dt υ̃x = ∂t υ̃x + Va ∂x υ̃x = −

∂x p̃ Va ∂ p̃
dt ρ̃
− 2 − ikVa υ̃y = d2t ηa + Va kdt ηa −
Va .
ρa
c2 ρa
ρa
(2.80)

The substitution of υ̃y from Eq. (2.78) into Eq. (2.80) yields the following
jump condition for the pressure perturbation,

d2τ ζa − ²V̂bl ζa − %̃ + ∂x̂ %̃a − ²∂τ %̃ = 0 .

(2.81)

Similarly, by taking the total time derivative of υ̃y and using Eq. (2.78) the
following formula is derived

d2τ ζa + V̂bl dτ ζa + dτ

%̃
+ %̃a − ²(υ̃x + Ω) = 0 ,
²

(2.82)

where Ω = −i(∇ × υ)z /kc2 t is the z-component of the normalized vorticity.
Before matching the jump conditions, Eq. 2.81 and 2.82 will be rewritten in
the (r, θ) coordinate system introduced earlier:

d2r ζa − ²V̂bl ζa − %̃a +

∂θ %̃a
− O(²2 ) = 0 ,
r

dr Σ + %̃a − ²Ω − O(²2 ) = 0 , where Σ = dr ζa + V̂bl ζa +

(2.83)

%̃a
.
²

(2.84)
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Replacing Eq. (2.57) and (2.58) with the last two equations yields a result
that accounts for the nite thermal conductivity at the ablation front. The
evolution of perturbations at the ablation front is then derived by solving
Eq. (2.50) with equations (2.55), (2.56), (2.83) and (2.84) as the boundary conditions. The nal result for the asymptotic growth of ablation-front
perturbations with wavenumber k is
Z
ηa (kc2 t À 1)
sinh2 θs kVa t −kVa t/ sinh θs η sinh θs
= Σ0 Σ3
e
e
J1 (η)dη+
η0
V̂bl
∞
·
¸
c2
Σ2 sin ωt + (1 − Σ1 + Σ4 ) cos ωt e−2kVa t , (2.85)
+ √
Va Vbl
√
where ω = k Va Vbl and

Σ0 =
Σ1 = 2Σ0

16(Ms2 − 1)Ms2
,
(2γMs2 − γ + 1)(3Ms2 + 1)

(2.86)

Ms4 (5γ − 1) + 2Ms2 (γ + 3) − 3γ − 1
,
Ms4 (17γ − 7) + 2Ms2 (γ + 9) − 3γ + 5

(2.87)

2

coth θs (Ms2 − 1)
1
Σ2 = (Σ0 + Σ1 ), Σ3 = − 2
,
(2.88)
3
Ms [(γ − 1)Ms2 + 2]
Σ3
tanh θs Σ0 eθs sinh θs .
(2.89)
Σ4 =
V̂bl
Equation (2.85) shows that the ablation-front perturbations oscillate in time
with, frequency ω , proportional to the ablation velocity Va . The amplitude
of these oscillations is damped by the mass ablation term e−2kVa t . The oscilp
lation period is much smaller than the damping rate kVa /ω = Va /Vbl ¿ 1.
Analysis of the rst term in Eq. (2.85) shows that it varies on the same
timescale as the decay of the second, i.e. it oscillates much slower than the
p
second term (the ratio is ω/(kVa ) = Vbl /Va ). In the limit of no ablation
√
(Va → 0), sin ωt ' k Va Vbl t, and Eq. (2.85) leads to a classical asymptotic
linear growth η(kc2 t À 1) ' η0 (1 − Σ1 + kc2 Σ2 t).
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2.2.3 Areal Density Perturbations
The results of the linear theory of the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov instability were presented in the preceding sections. Experimental verication of
these results requires that a relevant measurable quantity be identied. The
evolution of perturbations at the ablation front is directly aected by the
predictions of this linear theory and measurement of these perturbations is
desired. In experiments, the perturbation growth at an interface in most cases
R
is evaluated by measuring the areal density perturbations, m
e = δ( ρdx), using x-ray radiography. During the shock transit, m
e can be written as

·Z

Z

d0

m
e =δ

ρ1 dx +
xs +ηs

Z

ηs

xs

ρ2 dx +
ηa

¸
ρ̃dx .

xa

(2.90)

Since ρ1 and ρ2 are constants, the rst two terms in Eq. (2.90), represent
the contribution from the shock and ablation fronts to the total areal density
perturbation and reduce to

·Z

Z

d0

δ

ρ1 dx +
xs +ηs

¸

ηs

ρ2 dx = (ηs − ηa )ρ2 − ηs ρ1 .
ηa

(2.91)

The last integral in Eq. (2.90) is evaluated by calculating the density perturbation ρ̃ from the adiabatic equation

∂t p̃ = c22 ∂t ρ̃ ,

(2.92)

and applying the boundary condition at the shock front. The result is

·
ρ̃ = ρ1 %̃(r, θ) − %̃

µ

kx
, θs
sinh θs

¶

¸
(Ms2 − 1)2 (γ − 1)
.
Ms2 [(γ − 1)Ms2 + 2]

(2.93)
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Substituting Eq. (2.93) into Eq. (2.90) gives

Z

½

h
4
(Ms2 − 1)(γ − 1)
2
2
2
(γ + 1) Ms cosh θs

−

Ms2 (γ

xs

ρ̃dx = ρ1 η0
0

+ 2N3

+ 1)J0 (τ ) +

(2Ms2

i
+ γ − 1)J0 (rs )

h cosh2 θ
s
[(5γ − 3)Ms2 + 5 − 3γ]J2 (rs )
(γ + 1)Ms2
2

− J2 (τ ) − 2 cosh θs [J0 (τ ) − J0 (rs )]

i¾

. (2.94)

Figure (2.6) shows a plot of the areal density modulation δ m̄ = m/(ρ
e
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Fig. 2.6: Evolution of normalized shock-front perturbation ηs /η0 , ablation front
perturbation ηa /η0 and areal density perturbation δm/ρ1 η0 for a perturbed
foil with single-mode preimposed modulation (η0 = 1.75µm, λ = 20µm, c2 =

36µm/ns, Ms = 6). a) Classical interface with no thermal conduction. b)Ablation
included in the model.

(thick line), normalized to its initial value, along with the normalized perturbations at the shock and ablation fronts. The cases of a) no ablation (classical
interface), and b) ablation included, are shown side by side. The eect of
dynamic overpressure on the evolution of the ablation front perturbations is
evident in Fig. 2.6b; the growth is stabilized and the perturbations oscillate,
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resulting in oscillations of the measurable areal density perturbations. This
is in contrast to the growth at the classical interface (Fig. 2.6a). It should be
pointed out that the main contribution to the areal mass modulation comes
from the variation in the shock and interface(ablation front) amplitudes, the
density variation term (2.94) is negligible. The rapid decay of the shock front
perturbations leaves the perturbations at the ablation front as the main contributor to δm. This allows the use of face-on radiography (which in principle
will not distinguish between the dierent contributors to the areal density)
to follow the evolution of the ablation front perturbations by measuring δm.

2.3

Summary

This Chapter discussed the ablative case of the Rayleigh-Taylor and RichtmyerMeshkov instabilities that play important roles in ICF implosions. The Ablative RMI sets the initial conditions (the seeds) for the successive R-T phase.
The recently developed theory that treats the perturbation growth under the
inuence of this instability was reviewed. The theoretical results show that
the perturbation growth is stabilized by the dynamic overpressure, generated by steepening/attening of the temperature gradients in the ablation
region. This stabilizing pressure term generates a restoring force (linear with
the perturbation amplitude) that turns the perturbation growth into oscillations, damped by steady ablation. Asymptotically, the frequency of these
oscillations is proportional to the perturbation-mode wavenumber k and the
ablation velocity Va = ṁ/ρa . The experimentally observable quantity is the
target areal density that can be measured with radiographic techniques. The
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measurement techniques and instrumentation suitable for the observation of
the dynamic overpressure eect are discussed in Chapter 3.

51

3. EXPERIMENTAL FRAMEWORK
AND DIAGNOSTICS
This Chapter describes the development and characterization of x-ray radiographic diagnostics, suitable for the measurement of the evolution of small
perturbations at the ablation front during shock transit. Initially the parametric space of the experiments will be discussed, highlighting unique requirements and experimental challenges. The design characteristics of the
instruments will be identied. This will be followed by the characterization
of the new diagnostics built to accomplish the experimental objective.

3.1

Motivations and Design of the Experiment

3.1.1 Face-on X-ray Radiography
Face-on x-ray radiography, where a driven planar ICF target is backlit by
x rays generated from laser-irradiated high-Z backlighter, is widely used to
observe the evolution of mass perturbations in ICF targets [6770]. The
detector measures the target optical depth

Z

d(y,z;t)

D(y, z; t)) = [µρx](y, z; t) =

µ(x, y, z; t)ρ(x, y, z; t)dx ,
0

(3.1)
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an integral of the product of mass density ρ and mass absorption coecient

µ along the line of sight of the detector. In Eq. (3.1), valid for the planar
case, d(y, z; t) is the time dependent (due to compression) target thickness
at the dierent lateral coordinates (y,z). The longitudinal coordinate is x, as
in Chapter 2 with the irradiated surface of the target initially at x=0 (Fig.
2.2). In the case of the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov instability the integral
can be broken into several terms

Z

Z

d0

D(y, z; t) = µ1

ρ1 dx + µc
Us t+ηs (y,z;t)

Us t+ηs (y,z;t)

[ρ2
Ua t+ηa (y,z;t)
Z Ua t+ηa (y,z;t)

+ µbl
−Ūbl t

+ ρ̃2 (x, y, z; t)]dx
ρbl (x, y, z; t)dx , (3.2)

where the rst term is in the uncompressed target region, the second is in
the compressed and the third is in the blow-o region. Us and Ua are the
shock and ablation velocities in the laboratory frame of reference, ηa and ηs
are the perturbation amplitudes, x = d0 is the back surface of the target,
and µc is the mass absorption coecient in the compressed material. The
contribution of the third term to the total optical depth is negligible across a
broad range of x-ray energies, due to the low opacity of the hot, low-density
ablated plasma. In addition, for the conditions of the experiment, the mass
absorption coecient depends very weakly on the density and temperature
of the compressed material; the jump in temperature and density across the
shock front does not change the value of µ1 appreciably, as shown with the
14000-group APL opacity tables [71] for density and temperature proles in
the compressed and ablation regions obtained from simulations. The mass
absorption coecient can be considered to be a constant in the experiments
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(µc ' µ1 = const). The information about the ablation front perturbations
is carried by the optical-depth modulations that are given approximately (to
rst perturbative order from Eq. 3.2) by

e z; t) = µ1 m
D(y,
e =
·
Z
µ1 (ρ2 − ρ1 )ηs (y, z; t) − ρ2 ηa (y, z; t) +

Us t
Ua t

¸
ρ̃(y, z; t)dx . (3.3)

The contribution from the rst term in Eq. (3.3) (the shock front perturbations) is well characterized. For the propagation of a single shock with
constant speed Us , the perturbation amplitudes decay with time as a sum of
Bessel functions of the rst kind (Eq. 2.65), much faster than the ablation
front perturbations (Fig. 2.6). This makes it possible to reconstruct the
evolution of ablation front perturbations from the observed modulations in

D.

3.1.2 Motivations and Experimental Requirements
The linear theory of the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov instability in ICF targets predicts that, during the shock transit, perturbations seeded at the
ablation front oscillate in time, due to the stabilizing role of the dynamic
overpressure. As shown in Chapter 2, Eq. (2.88) the oscillation frequency is

ω=k

p
Va Vbl ,

(3.4)

where k is the wavenumber of the perturbation mode, Va is the ablation velocity and Vbl = ρ2 Va /ρ3 is the plasma velocity in the blow-o region. These
oscillations are the experimental observables that will allow a quantitative
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characterization of the stabilization of perturbation growth. The oscillation frequency and amplitude of a one-dimensional, single-mode modulation,
preimposed on the surface of a planar target is measured. The importance of
these measurements is driven by the eect that the evolution of the ablative
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability during the shock transit has on the subsequent
R-T growth. Dynamic overpressure not only sets the initial conditions for the
acceleration-phase R-T instability growth, but also reduces its growth rate
during shell acceleration. According to the linear R-T instability theory, developed by Betti and Goncharov [34], the most damaging perturbation modes
with kLm ¿ 1 are stabilized by mass ablation and dynamic overpressure. As
shown in Eq. (2.12), a cuto wavenumber

kc =

ω2
g
=
,
Va Vbl
g

(3.5)

exists for the growth rate and perturbations with k ≥ kc oscillate. The positive growth rate for perturbations with k < kc is reduced by the dynamic
overpressure. This cuto formula will be validated by observing the oscillations of the ablation front perturbations during shock transit, when the
eective acceleration g = 0 and long wavelength modes oscillate. The oscillatory evolution at the ablation front depends not only on the wavenumber

k , but also on the laser intensity I (the ablation velocity in direct drive implosions scales as Va ∼ I 1/3 as explained later in this section) and on the
target material (through the density scalelength and thermal conductivity
that determine Vbl ). Plastic (CH), commonly used for the ablator shell, and
cryogenic D2 or DT-ice are relevant materials for experimental targets. Experiments on dynamic overpressure stabilization in D2 or DT-ice targets will
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be discussed briey in the conclusion of this thesis, where special experimental methods will be considered. Due to the low x-ray opacity of Hydrogen
ice, conventional through-foil x-ray radiographic techniques are dicult to
implement. The ice will be essentially transparent to even soft x rays (the
attenuation length of D2 -ice is about 2 cm for 1.5 keV x rays) and the sensitivity to small areal-density perturbations will be poor. The experiments
in this work are performed with CH (ρ = 1.06g/cm3 ) foils, with single-mode
preimposed modulations on the front surface (Fig. 3.1). The driver pulseDrive beam

>10 mm

40 mm

X-ray backlighter

Detector
CH target

Fig. 3.1: CH foil with single-mode perturbations on the front surface is imaged
using face-on, through-foil x-ray radiography. The x rays are generated by laser
beams illuminating a backlighter target (not shown).

shape is predetermined; a fast-rise pulse with constant intensity I0 generates
a step function in time ablation pressure, pa , resulting in an impulsive (delta
function) acceleration. This fast-rise, at-top laser pulseshape is identied
as a square pulseshape. It corresponds to the constant-intensity foot of a
pulseshape, designed for ignition of NIF cryogenic DT targets [36].
At drive intensities ranging from 50 to 200 TW/cm2 , the ablation front
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thickness for CH is L0 ≈ 0.1µm and the power index for the thermal conduction κ ∼ T ν is ν ≈ 1 (while for DT, L0 ≈ 0.01µm and ν ≈ 2). For the most
damaging modes with wavelengths λ ≥ 5µm À L0 , the SBM is applicable
and the model predictions can be veried. For the range of intensities above
and CH as the target material, the predicted oscillation period of the ablation
front perturbations is [32]

TCH

p
7.85[µm]
p
≈
ns .
Va [µm/ns] k[µm−1 ]

(3.6)

For DT the oscillation period is [34]
p
4

TDT ≈

16[µm]
ns .
Va [µm/ns]k 3/4 [µm−1 ]

(3.7)

The ratio TCH /TDT ≈ 1.5k 1/4 VaCH /VaDT depends primarily on the ratio of
ablation velocities, therefore if one wants to observe relevant oscillation periods, the ablation velocity in CH must be scaled to be comparable to that
in DT. For DT target designs [36], the laser intensity in the foot (driving the
shock) of the pulse is ∼ 3x1013 W/cm2 with corresponding ablation velocity
of about 2.2µm/ns, while for CH, Va ∼ 0.8µm/ns at the same intensity. The
experiments are conducted with laser intensities of 2x1014 to 4x1014 W/cm2 ,
bringing the ablation velocity to a few µm/ns. Table 3.1 lists the expected
oscillation periods TCH at 2x1014 W/cm2 for dierent perturbation wavelengths.
Let's consider the parametric space of experiments achieving drive intensities of 4x1014 W/cm2 . The OMEGA laser system routinely delivers a
maximum per-beam UV energy of the order of 400 to 430 J, when smoothing techniques are used. The spatial prole of the on-target intensity must
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be uniform to minimize broadband laser imprint and allow observation of
the single-mode perturbations, preimposed on the irradiated target surface.
This requires good beam overlap as well as use of the smoothing techniques
available on OMEGA [4143]. Provided that there are ten OMEGA beams
that in planar geometry will irradiate the target symmetrically at relatively
low obliqueness, with focal spots of 800 to 900 µm at the target plane, the
maximum duration of a square pulse with the specied intensities is about
1.5 - 2 ns. This imposes an upper bound on the shock transit time (i.e. target
thickness). For this reason, shorter perturbation wavelengths are preferred,
since, as can be seen from Eq. (3.2) and Table 3.1, they oscillate faster, and
hence more oscillations can be observed for the duration of the laser pulse.
Table 3.1 shows that the oscillations of modes with measurable wavelengths
have periods (predicted by Eq. (3.6)) that are of the order of, or larger than
the maximum laser pulsewidths, at which the desired peak intensities can be
sustained. Going to very thick targets to allow the observation of multiple
oscillation periods is impractical, because this will reduce the target modulation depth η0 /d0 , resulting in deterioration of the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
of the recorded data. Increasing η0 is not a solution, since there is an upper
limit on its value, imposed by the requirement to stay in the linear regime
during the perturbation evolution. As argued in the last section of Chapter
2, very large initial amplitudes that do not satisfy η0 ¿ λ will have more
complex evolution that is not described well with the linear models. The
initial perturbations listed in Table 3.1 are chosen to be less than a tenth of

λ, a commonly used criterion. The time from the beginning of the drive pulse
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Table 3.1: Optimal experimental parameters: wavelength (λ) and initial amplitude (η0 ) of perturbations preimposed on CH foils with thickness d0 . At laser intensity of 4x1014 W/cm2 the resulting oscillation period is TCH and the rarefactionwave breakout time is trb .

λ

η0

d0

TCH

trb

µm

µm

µm

ns

ns

10

0.75

40

1.6

0.87

20

1.75

40

2.3

0.87

20

1.75

60

2.3

1.30

30

2.75

60

2.8

1.30

to the breakout of the rarefaction wave (generated at the back target surface
- inner surface of the shell) at the perturbed ablation front, trb , is another
important parameter of the experiments, shown in the last column of Table
3.1. This time marks the end of the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov phase and
the onset of the R-T instability (the perturbed ablation front starts to accelerate at this time), and in the limit of a strong shock, it can be estimated
from

trb ≈

d0 (Us + 4cs )
,
4Us (cs + Va )

(3.8)

where d0 is the initial target thickness, Us is the shock speed and cs is the
speed of sound in the compressed material.
The shock speed in CH for the specied driver intensity was measured with
the active shock breakout diagnostic (ASBO) [72] (a VISAR-type probe [73]),
yielding 62 to 65 µm/ns in good agreement with simulations. Using this
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technique, the shock-front modulations in CH targets, driven by spatially
modulated laser beams have also been observed [74], allowing direct comparison with hydrocodes. This is accomplished by streaking the intensity change
triggered by the arrival of dierent parts of the modulated shock front at a
signature surface in the target. This method has limited applicability to dynamic overpressure experiments, since it is dicult to follow the evolution
of the decaying shock modulations in the thick plastic target throughout the
duration of the shock transit. In the ASBO experiments, the modulation
depth in the ablation pressure is relatively high 1:3 (generated by 1:5 spatial
modulations in the moderate drive intensities of ≤ 1013 W/cm2 ). The resulting modulations in the shock strength provide a dierence in the shock-front
time of arrival that is within the spatial resolution limits of the ASBO streak
camera.
It is evident from Eq. (3.8) that the duration of the shock transit, when
the dynamic overpressure stabilization is observable, is determined by the
target thickness d0 and the shock speed Us . This means that trb scales as
√
1/3
−1/3
I0 , since Us , cs and Va all scale as pa ∼ I0 . The scaling of the ablation
pressure pa is found in [75],

·

I
pa ' 40
15
10 W/cm2

Á

λL
1µm

¸2/3
,

(3.9)

with I - the laser intensity and λL - the laser wavelength in microns.
Thus one has to go to shorter wavelengths to be able to observe more
than a half oscillation period before rarefaction-wave breakout, when the onset of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability overpowers the oscillatory stabilization
eect. Table 3.1 summarizes the experimental bounds, determined by opti-
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mizing the parameters discussed above. The experiment uses face-on x-ray
radiography to probe 40 to 60 µm-thick planar CH targets, driven by square
laser pulses with peak intensities ranging between 200 and 400 TW/cm2 .
The CH foils have 1-D single-mode (wavelengths ranging from 10 to 30 µm)
perturbations with initial amplitudes of 0.75 to 2.75 µm, preimposed on the
laser-illuminated side. For adequate sampling the observation of perturbations with 10 to 20 µm wavelength requires an instrument with roughly 5-µm
spatial resolution.

3.2

X-Ray Radiographic Diagnostics

Two types of x-ray radiography systems were used for the dynamic overpressure experiments in a face-on geometry. The rst series of experiments was
conducted with a pinhole array and a x-ray framing camera1 [76, 77]. This
instrument is not considered the primary diagnostic for the dynamic overpressure experiments, since it has several shortcomings that were addressed
with the development of a dedicated diagnostic, described in more detail later
in the text. The framing camera provides discrete two-dimensional snapshots
of the target optical depth, with ∼100ps temporal resolution. Up to eight
images with resolution of about 15 µm and eld of view of about 600 µm can
be obtained from a single shot.(At the cost of resolution and reduced eld of
view, the number of images can be doubled to 16 per shot). This instrument
1

A high-speed movie camera for x-rays, based on an electrically gated microchannel

plate (MCP). An MCP is an array of microscopic hollow photomultipliers stacked and
sliced into a thin glass plate.
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has been thoroughly characterized in [54, 78] and a complete characterization will not be repeated here. Its most important parameters, as well as
those unique to the dynamic overpressure experiments will be discussed in
Appendix B. Some details on system resolution and noise characterization,
along with techniques for processing the raw data and deconvolving the instrument response are described. The focus of this Chapter is the streaked
imager that has been designed specically for experiments on hydrodynamic
stability during the startup phase of a laser implosion. In contrast to the
framing camera it provides a continuous temporal record of the optical
depth perturbations D̃ in the laser driven target, allowing direct comparison
of the data from a single shot with the analytical model and numerical simulations. The experimental data, obtained with the framing camera provide
an independent comparison with the streaked imager data and verify the
validity of the experimental results.

3.3

Streaked Imager Based on a Versatile
X-ray Microscope and High-current
Streak Camera

A re-entrant, highly adaptable, x-ray streaked imager (KB-PJX) has been developed for OMEGA to increase the sensitivity and spatial resolution in measurements of the evolution of small, high-spatial frequency perturbations at
the ablation front of ICF targets. This time-resolved, radiographic diagnostic
(Fig. 3.2) is based on a four-mirror Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) microscope [79],
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coupled to a high-current streak tube [80,81]. The unique mechanical assem-

Fig. 3.2: The KB-PJX diagnostic: the retractor in extended position and the PJX
air bubble with the lid open.

bly of the KB optic allows a choice between single- or multi-image modes and
one- or two-dimensional imaging. Currently, the optic uses Ir-coated mirrors,
working at a grazing angle of 2.1◦ . As shown in Appendix C, the incidence
angle has been optimized to maximize throughput in the soft-x-ray energy
band, centered at 1.5 keV with a FWHM of about 0.4 keV. A calculated
resolution of better than 5 µm over the central 300 µm of the eld of view
was experimentally veried. The working energy band can be changed by
replacing some or all of the mirror elements in the assembly. New multilayer
mirror elements for high-energy or multi-band imaging have been developed,
taking advantage of the exible mechanical design. The high-current PJX
streak tube is well matched to the high-throughput of the microscope. Sev-
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eral of its most important features are described. The temporal and spatial
resolution of the full system are characterized at the end of this Chapter.
Two mechanically distinct modules can be identied on the KB-PJX (Fig.
3.2): an air bubble that houses the advanced PJX streak tube, the CCD
and the PJX electronics, and a retractor housing a versatile KB microscope
[82, 83]. The retractor (Fig. 3.3) makes it easy to service the optics while
mounted in an OMEGA ten-inch manipulator2 (TIM) (operations such as
replacement of the blast shield protecting the mirrors are common) and it
provides a reference base that allows for precise optical coupling of the frontend to the PJX. As described in Appendix C, a kinematic mount engages
when the retractor is fully extended and provides repeatability in the optical
alignment with a precision of less than 25 µm in the object plane.

Fig. 3.3: KB-PJX retractor with access lid removed. The microscope nose cone is
visible inside.

2

Ten-inch manipulator - a vacuum shuttle system, used to position diagnostics near the

OMEGA target chamber center.
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3.3.1 Kirkpatrick-Baez Microscope
The Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB)-type x-ray microscope serving as the front-end
of the KB-PJX is a large-grazing-angle (θi = 2.1◦ ), four-mirror design (Fig.
3.4) that provides high throughput with a spatial resolution of less than 3

µm on axis. The relatively large angle of incidence increases the optic's solid
Concave
surface

Reference
core

Fig. 3.4: Principal scheme of a four-mirror KB design. Two dimensional image is
formed by each of the four perpendicular mirror pairs.

angle (Ω ∼ 3×10−6 sr) and improves resolution. The optimum resolution [84]
of a single mirror in the assembly scales as

·

dopt

pλ2
∼
θi

¸1/3
,

(3.10)

where p is the object-mirror distance, λ is the x-ray wavelength, and θi is the
grazing angle. The mirror reectivity was maximized by using supperpolished
mirror substrates made of Zerodur [85], a machinable glass ceramic with
very low coecient of thermal expansion (α ∼ 5 × 10−8 K −1 ). This choice
of substrate material guaranteed that the optical properties of the mirrors
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will not be aected by thermal eects due to repeated exposure to highuence radiation and energetic particles. The mirror elements were coated
with iridium at LLE.
As described in Appendix C, the density of the deposited Ir lm was veried by measuring the mirror's x-ray reectivity at grazing incidence. Near
bulk (22.42 g/cm3 ) density of the Iridium lm is needed for optimal reectivity, which strongly depends on the electron number density. The lm surface
nish was characterized with an atomic force microscope (AFM), after which
its density was determined by tting the experimentally measured reectivity curve with a numerical model that accounts for the measured surface
roughness. The mirrors have spherical concave surfaces with radius of curvature R = 4250 mm. The radius of curvature is suciently large (compared
to mirror thickness along the optical axis) that each mirror obeys the thin
lens equation,

1 1
2
1
= + =
,
f
p q
R sin θi

(3.11)

where f is the focal distance, and p and q are the object and image distances.
For the KB-PJX geometry, p = 90 mm and q = 560 mm, resulting in image
magnication M = q/p ∼ 6, and f = 77.5 mm. These distances are measured
from the center of assembly (the contact plane of the perpendicular mirrors),
making f an average value. The slight dierence in focal distance for the front
and back mirrors in a pair (which have dierent p's and q 's) is compensated
by a slight mismatch in the incidence angle (Eq. 3.11) or equivalently, by
variation in the oset from the mirror surface to the optical axis.
The oset is accomplished with a central reference core that has a slightly
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Assembled view
Back plate
Aperture
plate
KB mirrors
Alignment lens
Mirror fixture
Reference core
Fig. 3.5: Microscope xture with a blow-up of the mirror assembly. Dierent
imaging congurations are achieved by replacing the aperture and back plates.

rectangular prole. The reference core (a 10-mm-long, parylene-coated glass
element shown in Fig. 3.4) is the most distinctive feature of the optic's mechanical design. In contrast to common mounting methods, such as optical
contacting or use of special epoxy mixtures, a mechanical xture holding the
mirror elements allows for easy replacement or repositioning of the individual mirrors. Mirror positioning is achieved by using the central reference
core with all four Zerodur mirror elements pressed against it. The sides of
this core provide reference surfaces for the concave mirror faces, mitigating
any inaccuracies in the outer element shape. The concave surfaces contact
the core only at their edges, eliminating possible surface damage. The core
has been precisely machined to the tolerances validated with numerical ray
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tracing. Mounted as described, the microscope can be congured to work in
one- or two-dimensional mode, providing up to four images at the detector
plane. The corner cutouts provide the clear path for the x rays that form
2-D images, while the side grooves are used in 1-D imaging mode. Replacing
some or all of the mirror elements can extend or change the working energy
band as described in Ref. [83].
In the conguration used for the experiments described in this thesis,
the microscope uses four Ir-coated mirrors, resulting in a spectral window
centered at about 1.5 keV with 0.4-keV FWHM. The nite width of the
working energy band is provided by a Be blast shield, acting as a high-pass
lter in combination with the cuto in mirror reectivity at the high-energy
end. This cuto can be estimated from classical dispersion theory,

he
Ec '
θi

r

ne
,
πme

(3.12)

where ne is the electron density, me is the electron mass, h is Plank's constant,

e is the electron charge (all units in cgs), and θi is the grazing angle in radians.
For iridium, the total-reection cuto is at Ec '2.36 keV, and its eect on
the system's spectral window can be seen in Fig. C.4 of Appendix C. Baing
in the optic is provided by a thin (200 µm) Ta aperture plate at the back
of the mirror assembly (Fig. 3.5). The size and position of the apertures
on the plate are determined by the mode of operation (1-D, 2-D, single or
multiple images): by choosing the appropriate plate, one can limit the x rays
to those forming the desired image(s). The apertures are made large enough
not to act as pinholes (∼0.5 mm on average) and are equivalent to eld
stops. This system of easily replaceable aperture plates and thick glass core,
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when combined with the mirror reectivity cuto, acts as an ecient lter
for scattered high-energy x rays that can lower the contrast of the images
recorded with the detector.

3.3.2 High-current, X-ray Streak Camera
The detector of the described instrument, the PJX streak tube, is the product
of a collaboration between the Commissariat à l'Énergie Atomique (CEA),
Photonis (formerly Philips Photonique, located in Brive, France), and the
Laboratory for Laser Energetics. The nal electron-optics design was completed by LLE. The streak tube is physically large: 13 cm in diameter and
50 cm long. The camera has been routinely operated with a 15-kV cathodeanode potential, but this can be increased to 25 kV. The accelerated photoelectrons are focused by a quadrupole doublet, combined with three octupole
correctors that minimize the aperture aberrations. The phosphor screen is
directly ber-optic-coupled to a back-illuminated CCD and has a 24-mm×24mm output format. The CCD has a 13.5-µm individual pixel size. The
system gain [86] is 150 CCD electrons per streak-tube electron, enabling
single-electron detection with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) > 3. There is
no image intensier in the camera, eliminating an additional source of noise.
The streak tube can operate in either of two modes, determined by the polarity of the quadrupole doublet; in standard mode the input slit size is 60
mm by 0.4 mm, with demonstrated current handling capability of 12.5 mA,
while in inverse mode the eective slit size is reduced to 6 mm by 0.09 mm
with 1.5-mA peak current. In standard mode the electron-optic spatial mag-
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Photocathode
plane

Air bubble
lid

Access lid

CCD
camera

Retractor
Streak tube
TIM boat
Electronics

Fig. 3.6: The KB-PJX diagnostic: Location of main components

nication is 0.4× and the temporal is 4×. Switching to inverse mode reverses
the spatial and temporal magnications.
The camera is designed to mount in the OMEGA TIM's enclosed in its
own air bubble that houses the tube and the water-cooled CCD camera. The
power, control, and communication electronics are internal to the air bubble,
making the PJX a highly integrated self-contained instrument (Fig. 3.6).
Cooling the CCD camera and power electronics, which must operate inside
the vacuum chamber, is simplied by this design. A fan drives air circulation
inside the bubble and the heat is extracted through a chilled-water line.
Communication to and from the camera is established via optical ber. The
PJX is a heatsink not a heat source inside the vacuum chamber. Other
advantages of the air-bubble concept are better electromagnetic interference
(EMI) shielding, the ability to use of vacuum incompatible materials for high-
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voltage insulation, and the protection of many serviceable components from
DT contamination.
Normalized intensity

1.0

1.2
mm

(a)

8 ns

0.8

UV
X rays

0.6
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0.2
0.0
400

(b)

Fig. 3.7: KB-PJX temporal resolution measurements.

600
Time (ps)

800

a)Short x-ray pulses

recorded with the KB-PJX. b)Recorded (spatially averaged) pulseshape of the x-ray
pulse(solid) and the generating UV pulse(dashed line)

The calculated time resolution of the PJX tube is less than 5 ps. One of
the main factors that limit the temporal resolution of a streak camera is the
nite width D of the static unswept line spread function which is expressed
in time units when divided by the sweep speed υswp ,

∆tst =

D
.
υswp

(3.13)

For inverse mode and an 8-ns full sweep, ∆tst is 16 ps FWHM. It is proportionally smaller for faster sweep speeds, down to the 5-ps resolution limit.
The energy dispersion of the secondary photoelectrons also aects the temporal resolution by creating a spread in the transit time of the accelerated
electrons,

∆tε = f [V (z), ~υ0 , x0 , y0 ] ,

(3.14)
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where V (z) is the axial potential, ~υ0 is the initial velocity vector of the secondary electrons, and (x0 , y0 ) initial point of emission. ∆tε has been calculated to be 1.26 ps on axis for KBr photocathode, increasing to 3.0 ps for the
extreme o-axis locations. Assuming Gaussian response curves, the FWHM
of the combined temporal line-response function is given as the Gaussian
convolution of the two eects

q
∆t '

∆t2st + ∆t2ε ' 16ps .

(3.15)

This value (∆t ' 16 ps FWHM) well represents the temporal resolution of the
PJX in inverse mode at intermediate sweep speeds. The number of temporal
resolution elements in the full-sweep time window is of the order of 300, based
on a 50% contrast-ratio criterion.
It is currently dicult to measure the time resolution limit of the PJX
because of the unavailability of suciently short x-ray pulses. The resolution
calculated in Eq. (3.15) can be veried using 100-ps laser pulses available
on OMEGA. A train of six 100-ps Gaussian, UV pulses separated by 1 ns,
illuminate a U backlighter to produce the x-ray pulses shown in Fig. 3.7a
(recorded in inverse mode). Except for the rst x-ray pulse, two overlapped
OMEGA beams were used to generate each of the pulses. There are small
aberrations away from the optical axis (center of the image) due to the spherically curved phosphor screen. This eect is characterized and corrected for
with an image-processing algorithm. A spatial average of the third x-ray
pulse is shown in Fig. 3.7b, along with the UV pulse that generated it. The
time axis is calibrated, using a train of eight UV ducial pulses fed into the
camera with a ber and recorded at the edge of the photocathode. The thick
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solid curve is the x-ray pulse, incident on the detector, convolved with the
time response (line-spread function) of the PJX, a measure of its time resolution. The only other information currently available is the shape (dotted
curve) of the UV laser pulse that generated the x rays; however, the time
resolution of the P510 streak-camera that recorded those is of the order of
the PJX resolution. Using the UV pulse information is further complicated
by the time history of the conversion of UV light to x rays.
A phenomenological x-ray-conversion formula, such as the one in Ref. [87],
can be used to relate the intensity IU V of UV light with the converted x-ray
intensity Ix , using a power law Ix ∝ IUγ V . With a value of γ ' 3.4 as
determined in Ref. [87] and using the FWHM DU V = 109 ps of the recorded
UV backlighter pulse, the σ parameter of the x-ray-converted UV Gaussian
is given by

DU V
σU V
' 25.1ps .
σU V x = √ = √
γ
2 2γ ln 2

(3.16)

The measured x-ray-intensity prole is t by a combination of a Gaussian and
an exponential decay function, to account for the emission of x rays during
the nite cooling time of the plasma. In Fig. 3.7b , one can clearly see the
asymmetry of the pulse due to this eect. The σ parameter of the Gaussian
is found from the t to be σx = 32 ps. Because this pulse is a convolution of
the PJX time-response function with the incident x-ray pulse, the width of
the time-response function is estimated to be
q
σP JX = σx2 − σU2 V x ' 19.8 ± 4.0ps .

(3.17)

where the main contribution to the uncertainty comes from the determination
of the power index γ . This result is consistent with that predicted (Eq. 3.15)
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for the sweep speeds used.
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Fig. 3.8: System MTF of the KB-PJX, calculated from the edge-response function
(the average spatial prole) and compared to the microscope MTFs at two eld
positions.

The point-spread-function (PSF) of the PJX streak camera in inverse
mode has been measured to be ∼18 µm (versus 125 µm in standard mode)
at the photocathode plane.

This means that at the working magnica-

tion of 6× the PJX camera matches the resolution of the KB microscope
at the photocathode. The two point-spread functions will have equal contribution to the overall image blurring with expected widening of the to√
tal system PSF by a factor of 2, compared to the microscope PSF alone,
q
√
σP SFtot = σP2 SFKB + σP2 SFP JX = 2σP SFKB . The resolving capabilities of
the microscope alone are conrmed in Appendix C, while a recent OMEGA
experiment was performed to image a machined Pt-foil edge in order to measure the modulation transfer function (MTF) of the complete system. The
resulting MTF curve, as calculated from the edge data, is shown in Fig. 3.8
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The curve was averaged over several time slices to improve the signal-to-noise
ratio. For comparison, the MTF's of the microscope, calculated on axis and
200 µm away from it, are plotted. It was veried from the target-positioning
images that the edge was located 150 to 200 µm o axis, showing good agreement between the edge MTF and the microscope curve at 200 µm from the
√
center. The 2-widening of the system PSF as compared to the optic's alone
is detectable in this comparison.
A measure of the sensitivity of a radiographic experiment such as the
one discussed here is the attenuation length, dened as λ = 1/µL = 1/(ρµ),
where µL is the linear absorption coecient, the product of the material
density and its mass absorption coecient. The modulation depth δI/I of
the backlighter intensity,

I(y, z) = I0 e−

x(y,z)
λ

,

(3.18)

attenuated through the probed target with average thickness x0 and surface
modulation δx is inversely proportional to the attenuation length,

δI(y, z)
δx(y, z)
=−
.
I(y, z)
λ

(3.19)

This means that for a given perturbation amplitude, δx, softer x rays (for
which λ is smaller) will produce a higher contrast image. This cannot be
taken to the extreme, very soft x rays may be attenuated bellow the sensitivity
threshold of the detector, making the average intensity of the transmitted
signal undetectable. An innitely bright (I0 → ∞) backlighter will be needed
in that case. It is clear from these arguments that the ideal setup is one with
high-intensity backlighter, whose x rays are strongly attenuated in the probed
material.
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Table 3.2: Spectrally averaged attenuation lengths for CH targets with dierent
thickness.

d0

λ̄

Eavg

µm

µm

keV

0

11.1

1.36

20

12.0

1.4

40

14.1

1.46

60

16.7

1.51

The attenuation length depends on the spectrum of the backlighter and
the probed material but it does not depend on the material thickness. In
practice however, the backlighter is not monochromatic, it has certain spectral width and one must consider the spectrally-weighted attenuation length
of the experiment,

R
λ̄ =

λ(E)S(E)dE
,
S(E)dE
E

ER

(3.20)

where S(E) is the spectral uence of the backlighter that is transmitted
through the target. λ̄ depends on the thickness of the probed target, since
the photons from the dierent parts of the spectrum will be attenuated differently. The spectrally-weighted attenuation lengths for the range of target
thicknesses in this experiment are listed in Table 3.2, along with the average
x-ray energy of the backlighter photons transmitted through a CH target
with specic thickness.

The calculated signal spectra, attenuated through

0-, 40- and 60-µm-thick CH foils respectively are plotted in Fig. 3.9. They
are obtained by multiplying the incident spectral uence of the U backlighter
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Fig. 3.9: Spectrum of the signal measured with the KB-PJX. The three curves
shown are: unattenuated (solid), attenuated by 40-µm thick CH foil (dashed) and
through 60-µm thick CH foil (dot-dashed curve).

with the system spectral response and the transmission through the CH foil.
The result is the spectral uence incident on the streak tube photocathode.
The measurement of system noise at conditions relevant to the experiment
is important for the data analysis. The measured noise spectrum is used to
construct an optimal lter, with which the target optical depth modulations
are recovered from the signal recorded at the detector. The determination
of the noise for each particular shot is inseparable from the rest of the data
analysis and will be done in Chapter 4.

3.4

Summary

This Chapter has shown that the KB-PJX is a versatile instrument, well
suited for ICF experiments that need a high-throughput diagnostic with
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high temporal and spatial resolution in x-ray radiography congurations,
and that can be set up for dierent x-ray-energy ranges. The imager has
high-temporal (less than 20-ps) and spatial (better than 5 µm) resolution in
inverse mode, while demonstrating high-current handling capabilities, matching the throughput of the optical front-end. Further details are provided in
Appendix C. In the described conguration, the instrument was used in dynamic overpressure experiments to provide a continuous record of the evolving
single-mode, areal-density perturbations at the ablation front of laser-driven
targets. The results are the subject of the next chapter.
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4. DYNAMIC OVERPRESSURE
EXPERIMENTS
In Chapter 2, the theoretical basis for the dynamic overpressure stabilization
of the Ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov instability was introduced and the evolution of the areal density perturbations in a driven ICF target was identied as
the experimentally observable process that verify the theoretical predictions.
The preceding Chapter established the relevant experimental parameters that
allow such an observation to be carried out with the diagnostics described
there. Here, the experiments are discussed, emphasizing the data analysis
and interpretation of the results. The wavelength of the preimposed singlemode perturbations, as well as the laser intensity that drives the target, is
varied to study the dependence of the ablation-front perturbation oscillations
on the mode wavenumber and the ablation velocity. The results, obtained
with two dierent instruments, are compared to verify their validity. A series of experiments using the x-ray framing camera as the diagnostic, are
described rst.

4.1 Experiments with the X-ray Framing Camera

4.1
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Experiments with the X-ray Framing
Camera

The rst series of experiments on the ablative Richmyer-Meshkov instability
were conducted with a pinhole array and a x-ray framing camera [76,77]. This
instrument provided discrete two-dimensional snapshots of the target optical
depth, with ∼100 ps temporal resolution . The experimental setup is shown
in Fig. 4.1. Ten OMEGA beams generated a 1.5-ns long, square drive pulse
with intensity I0 ' 4 × 1014 W/cm2 . A uranium backlighter, illuminated by
another 12 OMEGA beams for 2 ns provided a broadband spectrum (shown
in Fig. C.4 of Appendix C) of x rays with constant intensity throughout the
experiment. The backlighter pulse was timed to start 300ps earlier than the
drive pulse, keeping the target backlit while driven. An aluminum lter was
placed between the backlighter and target to prevent low-energy (E < 1 keV)
x rays from preheating the plastic foil. CH foils with thickness ranging from
20 to 60 µm and preimposed single-mode modulations with wavelengths of
20 and 30 µm were used. The pinhole array was arranged in checkerboard
pattern to prevent signicant frame overlap at the microchannel plate for
the relatively high magnication, 12×, needed to observe the perturbations
with wavelength of 20 and 30 µm. The diameter of an individual pinhole was

∼ 8µm. Up to eight frames with resolution of about 13 µm and eld of view
of about 600 µm were obtained on a single shot. Fig. 4.2 shows a radiograph
of a driven 60-µm-thick CH target that had surface perturbations with 30

µm wavelength and 2.75 µm initial amplitude. Time goes from right to left
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Fig. 4.1: The x-ray framing camera diagnostic: A pinhole array images the target
areal density onto the framing camera.

and from bottom to top. The time origin (t=0) for these experiments is
chosen to coincide with the beginning of the drive pulse, dened as the time
at which the intensity is ∼1% of its peak value. The pulse rises at ∼ 100 ps
per decade.
Analysis of this radiograph requires that the same portion of the target image be sampled in each image frame and the sample boxes must have
adequate size to prevent undersampling of the narrow spectral features of
interest. A box size ≥ 250 µm was used throughout these series. A spatial
ducial on the target ensured that the same target region is analyzed in each
frame. Its shadow can be seen in Fig. 4.2. When analyzing the evolution of
broadband features in the image one can use the cross-correlation between
the image frames to maintain the same sample region [54]. Unfortunately,
this technique cannot be used here since the periodic preimposed modulation
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Fig. 4.2: Digitized lm image obtained with the framing camera. Eight discrete
snapshots in time show the evolution of target areal density.

dominates the signal and it is expected to undergo a phase shift during its
evolution, a process that may be hidden if this analytic technique was used.
The spatial ducial provides an excellent alternative, allowing alignment of
the image frames with precision much better than half a perturbation wavelength.
It is evident from the image in Fig. 4.2 that the maximum number of
8 frames per shot is not achievable at the chosen magnication. Only 5
frames, on average, could be analyzed on a single shot. Each analyzed image
frame gives a single data point on the evolution curve for the target areal
density perturbations. A group of experiments, where the conditions from
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shot to shot were kept as similar as possible and only the timing of the
framing camera was changed, is used to populate the evolution curve for the
perturbations with a particular wavelength. The frames from an individual

Fig. 4.3: Comparison of images from the same region of a 40-µm thick CH target, taken at dierent times show phase inversion in the single-mode areal density
perturbations.

shot are analyzed by rst selecting the number, size and location of the
sample boxes. The data is then processed in Fourier space with a Wiener
lter, constructed as described in Appendix B, using the measured system
MTF and noise spectrum. The lter is one-dimensional and is applied to
the lineout that is spatially averaged over the direction parallel to the 1-D
perturbations.
Three image frames of target data with 20-µm wavelength, taken at
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t=420, 750 and 1100 ps respectively, are shown in Fig. 4.3. The spatiallyaveraged lineouts are plotted over the raw data. The pinhole array's small
solid angle that leads to reduced photon statistics, as well as the resolution
limitations of the framing camera, prevent the observation of the 20-µmwavelength perturbation in the raw 2-D data. Taking a spatial average improves the SNR signicantly; the single-mode perturbations cannot be easily
seen in the 2-D images but they are evident in the spatial average data, both
ltered (black solid line)and unltered (light-colored line). Enlarged portions
of the rst and third lineouts are shown at the right. While it is dicult to
design an experiment where multiple oscillations can be measured, the observation of half a period or more is sucient to verify the predictions. If
the ablation-front perturbations oscillate in time as predicted, there should
be phase shift of π radians between the early time lineouts and those at later
times. Such a phase reversal is evident in both the raw data and the ltered
lineout; The peaks in optical depth of the image taken at t=420 ps line up
very well with the valleys of the lineout from the last frame (t=1100 ps). The
optical depth of the data (in absolute value) from the second frame is lower
than the other two, showing that the signal is just coming out of the noise.
The data collected from several shots on perturbed targets (20-µm wavelength) are shown in Fig. 4.4. The absolute value of the optical depth
perturbations is plotted. Dierent data symbols are used for targets with
dierent thickness. The thin (20-µm) targets provide reliable data (with high
throughput) at the early time of shock propagation before the relatively quick
rarefaction-wave breakout that marks the start of the R-T phase. Since rar-
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Fig. 4.4: Evolution of areal density perturbations in CH targets with single-mode
preimposed modulations with 20 µm wavelength.

efaction breakout time, trb , is proportional to target thickness (Eq. 3.8), this
happens at approximately t'430 ps for a 20-µm thick target, as seen from
Table 3.1. For the thickest (d=60 µm) targets this time is t'1.3 ns. For
comparison with the experimental data, the results from 1-D hydrodynamic
simulations and predictions of the analytical model, described in Chapter
2 are plotted on the same graph. The model prediction deviates from the
numerical simulations at early times. This should be expected since the analytical result does not work well very early in time (Eq. 2.85). The spread in
the data results from experimental uncertainties within a single shot, in combination with the fact that several shots with slightly dierent experimental
conditions are used. This includes variations in the intensity from shot to
shot, timing uncertainties, minor dierences in the target positioning and orientation, irregularities in the preimposed modulation amplitudes etc. Some
of these can be accounted for in the analysis of the data, e.g. the target im-
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age is rotated (using bicubic interpolation) to make the target perturbations
horizontal, the sample region is centered at the plateau of the backlighter
intensity prole, etc. The vertical error bars in the gure are based on the
standard deviation in the ensemble of recovered perturbation-peak values
throughout the sample region.
Perturbation amplitude (OD )
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Fig. 4.5: Evolution of areal density perturbations in CH targets with single-mode
preimposed modulations with 30 µm wavelength.

To study the dependence of the oscillation period TCH on the perturbation
wavenumber several CH targets with 30 µm wavelength of the preimposed
perturbations were also shot. The ltered data are shown in Fig. 4.5 Due
to the larger initial amplitude of the single-mode perturbations, there is less
spread in the data. It can be seen immediately that the oscillation of 30-

µm modes is slower, the zero crossing for this data set occurs at t'0.9 ns,
while for the 20-µm modes it is at t'0.6 ns (Fig. 4.4). As expected, the
perturbation growth in the 20-µm-thick targets (light-colored circles in the
graph) stops following the evolution curve of the thicker-target data at time
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t = trb ' 0.44ns, when the target starts accelerating. The prediction of the
analytical model is in good agreement with the experimental data.
The experiments described above conrmed that the ablation front perturbations do not grow linearly as in the case of classical Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability. Neither do they saturate asymptotically as stated in [62]. Instead,
they undergo decaying oscillations due to the dynamic overpressure eect, a
result of the nite thermal conduction in the ablation region. This was conrmed by the phase reversal in the single-mode perturbation evolution, seen
from the experimental data. At the time these measurements were made,
an independent study was published [88] that reached the same conclusion.
Aglitskiy et. al. measured the evolution of single-mode perturbations with
wavelengths down to 30 µm at the ablation front of targets driven by the Nike
laser [89] and reported: For the ablative RM instability (front side ripple),
the mass modulation amplitude was typically observed to grow, reach a peak,
and then decrease, after which the exponential R-T growth started. In some
cases, one phase reversal due to the ablative RM instability was observed.
While the framing-camera experiment lacks the temporal resolution needed
to obtain the evolution curve from a single shot and does not have spatial resolution that allows the observation of shorter wavelength modes that oscillate
faster, it provides a good base for comparison to the experiments discussed
next.
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Experiments with the Streaked Imaging
System

The experiments on dynamic overpressure stabilization of the ablative RM
growth conducted with the KB-PJX streaked imager are the central component of this work. As described in Chapter 3 the instrument was designed
and tuned for this campaign, with the goal of obtaining more quantitative,
higher resolution data than was possible with the framing camera. The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 4.6. The plastic CH targets

Drive beams;
1-THz SSD
Target

PJX

KB
microscope

Debris
shield

CH
Backlighter
beam

Backlighter
foil

Fig. 4.6: Radiography with a large-grazing-angle Kirkpatrick-Baez microscope
and high-current streak camera.

were driven by 10 of OMEGA's ultraviolet beams with maximum intensity
of 4x1014 W/cm2 in 1.5 ns fast-rise, attop pulse. They were backlit with
x rays produced by a U target, illuminated by another 11 OMEGA beams
for 2ns. The drive beams were smoothed by using distributed phase plates
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(DPPs) [41], 1-THz 2-D smoothing by spectral dispersion (SSD) [42] and distributed polarization rotators (DPRs) [43]. The backlighter and target were
separated by a 3-µm thick Al debris shield, located in the middle of the 9 mm
distance between the two (Fig. 4.7). A 25-µm-thick Be blast shield is used
at the nose of the microscope to prevent debris from the target damaging the
Ir-coated mirrors. It also narrows the system spectral window (from the low
energy end). The backlighter and driver start times and pulsewidths were
arranged to register the target areal density for the duration of shock transit,
up to rarefaction wave arrival at the front of the compressed target. The
2-ns long backlighter pulse was advanced by 300 ps with respect to the 1.5-ns
drive pulse. After converting the data to optical depth by taking the natural
logarithm of the image intensities, the backlighter spatial prole is removed
by tting a 1-D envelope to the data at each timeslice and subtracting it. The
resulting optical depth modulation image is processed with a Wiener lter,
constructed using the system noise and modulation transfer function M T Fsys
measured in separate calibration shots. For the wavelengths of interest (20
and 30 µm) M T Fsys '0.5 and 0.72 respectively (Fig. 3.8). After deconvolving the system MTF and ltering the noise in (spatial) frequency space with
a Wiener lter, constructed as described in Appendix B, the optical depth
modulations are recovered.
Figure (4.8) shows a streaked image of the modulations in a 60-µm thick
CH target with 20-µm wavelength surface perturbations and initial amplitude of 1.75 µm. The image on the left is the raw data, while the image
on the right was obtained from it by histogram equalization to highlight the
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Fig. 4.7: Experimental setup with a large-grazing-angle Kirkpatrick-Baez microscope and high-current streak camera. The components of the experiment act
together to form the system spectral window.

weak temporal ducial signal (bottom of picture). It is a train of 8 pulses
with Gaussian shape, recorded at the periphery of the photocathode by feeding the UV ducial signal onto the photocathode via optical ber. Using the
ducial pulses as a reference one can obtain the time calibration curve of the
measurement and account for variations in the sweep speed of the camera.
The ducial pulses are generated with known, constant spacing in between.
An immediate observation can be made from the raw data in Fig. 4.8; Without additional analysis, it is evident that what were the perturbation ridges
at early time, have become the valleys later. The data from several shots
had to be carefully analyzed to reach the same conclusion in the experiments
from the previous section.
To improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the ducial data, the latter were
spatially averaged over the region free of x-ray signal to obtain a single lineout in time. The individual peaks of this curve were t by a train of Gaussian
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Fig. 4.8: Left: raw streaked image of driven CH target with preimposed 20-µmwavelength modulations. Right: same image, histogram-equalized to show the
ducial pulses (bottom of the image) used for time calibration. In both images
time is along the horizontal axis, while space is vertical.

curves and the positions of their centers on the time axis were recorded. A
time calibration curve was built using the time periods between the peaks,
that were known in advance. Either the raw data or the image of the recovered (ltered) target optical depth can then be rescaled along the temporal
direction, using this curve. This has been done for the image on Fig. 4.8 and
a part of the resulting image, converted to optical depth, is shown in Fig. 4.9.
The right part of this image is in the Fourier domain and has been generated
by transforming separately individual 1-D spatial proles (vertical lineouts)
at each time position. The generated array is the input to the constructed
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Fig. 4.9: a) A portion of the image in Fig. 4.8 converted to optical depth. b)
Compound image formed from the Fourier transforms of the spatial proles (image
on the left) at each time.

Wiener lter, along with the system MTF and the noise spectrum. There are
several important points that can be made from this time-resolved Fourier
spectrum. The rst is that the signal is well localized spectrally (as expected
for single-mode perturbations) and its evolution can be seen immediately. It
is represented by the narrow horizontal lines at the top and bottom of the
image (positive and negative spatial frequencies). They give the evolution
in time of the spectral component's amplitude (absolute value) that grows
initially, reaches a peak value, and then decreases below the noise level, to
emerge later in a continuous growth due to the R-T instability. This gure
also illustrates how the photon statistics aect the noise level of the measurement. Early in time when the backlighter intensity is weak, it is almost
possible to discern the individual photoelectric events at the phosphor screen,
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as recorded with the CCD camera (leftmost portion of Fig. 4.9a). The corresponding region in the Fourier domain shows a broadband noise spectrum,
while the signal is almost undetectable. As the intensity of the probing x rays
reaches nominal values the power of the noise spectrum (Fig. 4.9b) weakens
with respect to the power at the signal frequency. This intensity dependence of the noise level makes it unreasonable to use a single universal noise
spectrum for the Wiener lter as the backlighter intensity varies from shot to
shot. An elegant solution is to obtain the noise spectrum from the data of the
specic experiment. In Fig. 4.9, there is a clearly identied period of time in
which the amplitude of the single-mode perturbation is below the noise level.
At the center of this region, the single-mode perturbations reverse phase,
crossing the zero level and at this time the spectrum is composed of noise
only. Fig. 4.10 compares the time-averaged spectrum with the spectrum
obtained from the image at the time of phase reversal. While the average
spectrum shows strong signal component (at the fundamental frequency of
50 mm−1 ), it is not present in the spectrum at phase reversal. Therefore, it is
reasonable to base the model for the noise spectrum used in the Wiener lter
on this curve. This model need not (and cannot by denition) be completely
accurate. In the spectral region below the second harmonic (100 mm−1 ) the
dotted line in Fig (4.10) is an extrapolation. This was done intentionally,
based on the argument that reducing the signal (the data of nonstochastic
nature) to the fundamental frequency is an oversimplied ideal case. With
this extrapolation, more spectral power is left for the estimated signal to account for possible nonlinear evolution (and transfer of power to the second
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Fig. 4.10: The spectrum from the image in Fig. 4.9 is averaged in time (solid line)
and compared with the (noise) spectrum at the time of phase reversal (dot-dashed
line), in which the signal component has vanished. A smooth (dotted) curve is
tted through it to be used as the noise model in the Wiener lter construction.

harmonic), nonideal fabrication of the target ridges etc. This choice of the
noise model has negligible eect on the recovery of the target optical depth
at the fundamental frequency.
The evolution of the single-mode (20-µm-wavelength) perturbations (in
target optical depth) is shown on the right-hand side of Fig. 4.11. The ripple
amplitudes decrease into the noise at about t=500 ps to emerge later, phaseshifted by 180 degrees. After the rarefaction wave breakout (at t∼1.3 ns) the
foil accelerates and the modulation growth is enhanced due to the onset of
Rayleigh-Taylor instability (second region in Fig. 4.11). The ablation pressure decreases rapidly at the falling edge of the drive pulse, just 250 ps later,
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Fig. 4.11: Left: Spatial lineouts at two dierent times show the phase reversal in
the single-mode perturbations. Right: The evolution of the perturbation peak and
valley during the shock transit, the beginning of the R-T phase and the successive
target decompression.

and the acceleration is no longer supported. In those 250 ps the R-T seed
levels are estimated. From the time evolution in Fig. 4.11 one can see that at
rarefaction wave breakout, the average amplitude in optical depth is about
0.25. The perturbations in the shock front have decayed at this time [62]
and the surface roughness at the back of the shell is minimal (the initially
smooth back surface is stable), and, furthermore, there are no signicant
density perturbations in the compressed target [90], so an estimate of the
mass perturbation growth can be made. Assuming strong shock compression
(raising the linear absorption coecient four times), the equivalent perturbation amplitude is of the order of 1 µm. In comparison, a classically growing
initial perturbation a(t) (given approximately by a(t) = a0 (1 + kAT Ups t),
where Ups = 2Us /(γ + 1) is the magnitude of the post-shock velocity) would
have an amplitude of the order of 37 µm at the same time. This simple
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estimate shows that the initial surface roughness seed of 1.65 µm is reduced
to 1µm, about 37 times smaller than its classically-predicted value for modes
with 20-µm wavelength, in the presence of ablation. The amplitude of the
dierent components of the perturbation spectrum at the beginning of the
acceleration depends on the phase ωtrb of their oscillatory evolution that, in
turn, depends on the shell thickness and oscillation frequency ω . For example, under the same conditions (driver intensity, target thickness etc.) the
amplitude of a 30-µm-wavelength mode is close to zero (Fig. 4.13) at t = trb .
One can take the logarithm of the mass perturbation-converted curve in
the R-T region in Fig. 4.11 and t a line through it to obtain an estimate of
the R-T growth rate. However, in the transition period, a simple exponential
growth is unjustied since not only is the damping term, e−γt , in the solution
still of comparable magnitude, but also the phase (determined by the target thickness) and amplitude of the dynamic overpressure term modify the
growth rate considerably. During this transition period the stabilizing role
of the dynamic overpressure term on the R-T growth is most evident by the
extent of the suppression of the exponential growth rate.
The dependence of the perturbation oscillations on the laser intensity was
also investigated. Three 40-µm thick CH targets were driven with square
pulses at three dierent peak intensities (4 ×, 2 × and 0.5 × 1014 W/cm2 ).
The perturbation evolution in optical depth is shown in Fig. 4.12. It is evident that the perturbations oscillations are slower with reduced intensity,
I, (respectively ablation velocity). To quantify this dependence, the analytical model is used (Eq. 2.65, 2.85 and 2.91) to compare the measured and
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predicted times of zero crossing, and peak perturbation amplitudes. The
period of oscillations is expected to scale approximately as the inverse of
the ablation velocity, TCH = 2π/ω ∝ 1/Va ∝ 1/I 1/3 . With respect to its
value at I=4 × 1014 W/cm2 the period should grow 1.26 (I=2 × 1014 W/cm2 )
and 2.0 (I=5 × 1013 W/cm2 ) times respectively. After rescaling the intensity dependent quantities and plugging them in the formulas, the ratios of
the respective times of zero crossing to the base value at I=4 × 1014 W/cm2
are found to be 1.3 and 2.1, very close to the expected ratios for the oscillation period. The corresponding experimental values are ∼0.75 ns, ∼0.95
ns, and ∼2.4 ns (extrapolated value). The twofold reduction of the intensity
from 4 × to 2 × 1014 W/cm2 ) has resulted in about 1.2 times increase in the
time of zero crossing, consistent with expectations. Dropping the intensity
further, to 5 × 1013 W/cm2 ), seems to slow down the oscillation more than
the predicted 2.1 times increase in the time of zero crossing. The ratio, as
inferred from the data is more than 3. A similar comparison of the peak
perturbation amplitudes shows that the analytically predicted peaks at reduced intensities have 0.9 and 0.7 times the value at the peak drive intensity,
I=4 × 1014 W/cm2 . The experimental data, while qualitatively in agreement,
does no match the model prediction very well. The corresponding measured
amplitude reduction is ∼0.6 and ∼0.5 respectively. This may point out to a
physical mechanism early in the implosion that increases the dependence on
laser intensity and that the model does not describe very well. Before such
a conclusion is made, more experiments should be performed to validate it
and possibly help identify the reason for the discrepancy.
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Fig. 4.12: Perturbation evolution curves at three drive intensities: 4×1014 W/cm2
(light solid line), 2 × 1014 W/cm2 (dark solid) and 5 × 1013 W/cm2 (dashed line).

The implosion dynamics of an ICF target depend strongly on the thermal transport in the ablation region. Thermal conduction from the critical
surface, where the laser energy is absorbed, to the cold target material at
the ablation surface, directly aects the mass ablation rate and the ablation
pressure. The heat ux over a region with typical temperature gradient scalelength, LT , much greater than the electron-ion mean free path, LT À λei ,
is given by the classical Spitzer formula (2.40). Near the critical surface of
an ICF target this condition breaks down, the temperature varies on a scale
shorter than the electron-ion mean free path. The classical formula gives
an unrealistically high value for the heat ux in this case (the characteristic
heat ow speed becomes larger than the thermal speed of the electrons). In
addition, it fails to account for the preheat by suprathermal electrons that
have much longer mean free paths than those at the peak of the velocity
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distribution. To properly treat the heat transport inhibition mechanism and
the preheat, a nonlocal heat-transport model such as the Fokker-Plank (FP)
equation must be employed. However, at the current state of the art of numerical codes and hardware it is still very dicult to couple the computationally
intensive FP codes with hydrodynamic simulations. To deal with this, in numerical hydro simulations the transport inhibition is accounted for by using
an empirical ux limiter, f , introduced rst by Malone et al. [91]. This
value is used as a multiplier to the free-stream heat ux, the upper classical
p
limit, given as a function of the electron thermal velocity υe ≡ kTe /me [92]

q = f qF S = f ne kTe υe (−∇Te /|∇Te |) .

(4.1)

In the simulations discussed here, the ux limiter is applied using the sharp
cuto scheme, where, as soon as the classical Spitzer-Harm heat ux value
reaches the free-stream limit, it is replaced with the ux limited one (q =

|q| = M in{qSH , f qF S }). Since f determines the degree of heat transport
inhibition and, consequently, the blow-o and ablation velocities, it is very
important to determine one by matching the simulations to the experimental
observations. Goncharov showed recently [93] that the ux limited conduction model is in good agreement with shock timing experiments and the
dynamic overpressure experiments described here, if f = 0.06 is used in a
sharp cuto scheme.
Fig. 4.13 shows the comparison of the experimental dynamic overpressure
data with numerical simulations. The experimental curves for two dierent
perturbation wavelengths are compared to 2-D ORCHID [94] simulations,
where a ux limiter of 0.06 has been used. The experiments are sensitive
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Fig. 4.13: Evolution of a) 20-µm- and b) 30-µm-wavelength perturbations, preimposed on 60-µm-thick CH foils driven by OMEGA. The experimental results are
compared with numerical simulations (solid curves).

to the ablation velocity (that, in turn, is strongly dependent on the thermal
transport mechanism) and show very good agreement with the code during
the shock transit (the areas with white background in Fig. 4.13). The onset of
the R-T instability at rarefaction breakout changes the regime and invalidates
the comparison at later times.
The wavelength dependence of the zero-crossing times provides information about the power index of thermal conductivity, ν , a very important parameter of the ablative ow at the heat front and blow-o region. ν describes
the single-temperature diusive model of heat transport that is routinely used
in the stability analysis of the ablation region. In this model, the thermal
ux is proportional to the temperature gradient and a conductivity that is
nonlinear with temperature (κ ∼ T ν ). An experimental determination of ν
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and 1-D numerical simulations (dashes) with dierent ux limiter values. For
each case, the simulation proles were used to match the power index of thermal
conductivity in the model. The distance is measured from the back of the foil.

reveals the nature of thermal energy transport by the extent of nonlinearity
of the thermal conduction process. The sharp-boundary model [32] uses a
value for ν determined from matching the isobaric-model solution (Eq. 2.37)
with simulation results ( Eq. (11) to (15) in [34]). The matching values for
CH are between 0.7 and 1.0, well below the value of ν =2.5 of the Spitzer
conductivity formula and even smaller than the value for radiation dominated transport, ν =6.5, given by Zel'dovich [95]. These values were obtained
from the density proles during the acceleration phase of implosion, relatively late in time in comparison with the shock transit case studied here.
Using the measured drive pulse shape from the dynamic overpressure experiments, four 1-D LILAC simulations have been performed to obtain the
equilibrium proles (density and temperature) for dierent ux limiter val-
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ues, f = {0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08}. During the shock transit phase, matching
each of the simulated proles with the isobaric-model solution (in which ν is
a free parameter) allows ν to be determined by minimizing the error function of the t (Fig. 4.14) similarly to [34]. The values of the power index
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Fig. 4.15: Normalized temperature (upper curves) and density (lower curves)
proles obtained by 1-D numerical simulations with dierent ux limiter values.
The ux limiter change aects mostly the region near critical density, where a
second heat front forms, while the shape of the ablation region is weakly aected.
Distance is measured from the back of the foil.

ν , determined from the simulated density prole at t=300 ps from the start
of the drive pulse, for each value of f , are ν = {1.04, 0.96, 0.93, 0.97}, with
average of 0.98 and standard deviation of less than ve percent. Thus, there
is no correlation between the ux limiter and the power index of thermal
conductivity in the blowo region during the shock transit. Increasing the
ux limiter by a factor of four has little eect on ν . This is expected since
the ux limiter as an empiric multiplicative factor determines the extent
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of energy deposition inhibition and is primarily invoked near the critical surface, while the power index aects the steepness of the resulting heat front
in the ablation region (directly inuencing the characteristic thickness of the
ablation front, L0 ). The two regions are eectively decoupled by the nite
thickness of the thermal conduction zone. This can be inferred from Fig.
4.14, where ux limiter value aects mainly the position of the ablation front
(relative to the back of the foil), while the slope of the density prole changes
negligibly with f and is determined primarily by ν . The main eect from the
change in the ux limiter value is near the critical density region, where the
forced reduction of the local thermal conductivity results in the formation of
a second heat front. According to [91], this second front appears because the
reduced electron conduction ux cannot transport all the deposited energy
to the ablation front, propagating ahead, in the compressed shell. This is
shown in Fig. 4.15, where the normalized density and temperature proles
are plotted over an expanded region. The dierent ablation front positions,
resulting from the reduced energy ux have been compensated for by translating the proles along the position axis. This shows that the shape of the
proles in the ablation region changes negligibly with the ux limiter, while
the relative position of the critical surface changes dramatically.
The experimentally observed oscillations are used to determine the value
of the power index. By comparing the ratio of the oscillation frequencies
(valid asymptotically) ,

ω=k

p

s
Va Vbl ' kVa

1
,
µ(ν)(kL0 )1/ν

(4.2)

for the perturbation wavenumbers of the experiment, one can obtain a rela-
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tion for the power index ν ,
1
ω(k20 )
k20
= ( )1− 2ν ,
ω(k30 )
k30

Solving for ν results in

ν=

ln

√

1.5

30 )
ln 3ω(k
2ω(k20 )

(4.3)

(4.4)

,

whith k20 = π/10 µm−1 and k30 = π/15 µm−1 . The experiment does not
measure the oscillation frequency directly; the time of rst zero crossing is
not exactly a half period. During the rst oscillation period, the asymptotic
oscillation together with the vorticity convection (the rst term in Eq. 2.85)
determine the time of the rst zero crossing. The vorticity convection term
in the solution for the ablation front perturbation is nonnegligible during
this time and aects the time of rst zero crossing. This is conrmed in Fig.
4.16, where the contribution of the rst term in Eq. (2.85) is plotted together
with the total perturbation evolution for the 20- and 30-µm modes. One can
Ηa
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Fig. 4.16: Perturbation evolution curves, ηa , as calculated from Eq. 2.85 and
the respective contributions of the vorticity convection term, ηvc (rst term in the
formula) for 20- (solid) and 30- (dashed) µm-wavelength modes.
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nd the values for the asymptotic oscillation frequencies by matching the
model with the experimental data. This was done by using a nonlinear least
squares minimization scheme in which the asymptotic oscillation frequency
was a free parameter in the analytic model and the best t to the experimental
data was determined for both wavelengths. This resulted in ω(k20 ) ' 2.8 ±

0.18 ns−1 and ω(k30 ) ' 2.25 ± 0.13 ns−1 . Substituting these into Eq. (4.4)
results in a value for the power index, ν , that is consistent with the values
predicted by simulations, ν ' 1.1 ± 0.5. The error is propagated from the
uncertainties in determining the asymptotic oscillation frequencies and is
due to the sensitivity of ν on the frequency ratio in Eq. (4.4). This value
is signicantly lower than both Spitzer's ν = 2.5 and Zel'dovich's, ν = 6.5.
Setting ν =6.5 in the SBM results in times of zero crossing of t20 =0.5 ns
and t30 =0.79 ns, well outside the region of condence of the experiment. In
contrast, ν ∼ 1 results in a very good match with the experiment and the
√
corresponding oscillation frequencies scale as k , conrming the predictions
of Ref. [34].
The sharp-boundary analytic model that matches the experimental data
very well, relies on a simple single-temperature diusion model for the heat
transport to obtain the ablative ow parameters, ν, L0 , and F r, that determine the stability of the ablation front in the CH shell. These parameters
are obtained from simulations that use a multi-group ux-limited diusion
model, where each group (energy band) is assigned a radiation temperature
that obeys its own diusion equation. This approach accounts better for the
energy transported in the CH plasma by the radiation eld than single-group
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diusion. As shown in Ref. [34], the value of the power index of thermal
conductivity in the single-temperature model that provides a good match of
the density from the isobaric model with the simulated density proles at
the ablation region, is much lower than both the index ν = 2.5, associated
with pure electron transport and the index of radiative heating ν = 6.5. This
is conrmed by our experiment. The equivalent single-temperature-diusion
power index that matches the model with the experiment is signicantly lower
than the ones used in classical diusive models of heat transport. The physical interpretation of these results is that the complex process of combined
radiative and electron conduction heating near the ablation front, competing
with the radiative cooling of the heat-absorbing plasma can (for the purposes
of the hydrodynamic ow), be considered equivalent to a simple diusion process but with almost linear thermal conductivity. The power index value
of ν ' 1.1 ± 0.5 was determined from the eect that small variations of the
heat ux at the ablation front have on the hydrodynamic stability.
Fig. 4.17 shows that the 2-D hydrodynamic code ORCHID predicts the
formation of bubble and spike from a single-mode initial perturbation for

a0 ≈ 0.08λ but the fundamental frequency dominates the perturbation spectrum at all times and remains in the linear regime. This is conrmed in the
experimental data. In Fig. 4.10 the fundamental is dominant and the second
harmonic is arguably in the noise level. The predicted temporal oscillations
are apparent in the gure (4.17); at t=1.1ns (right contour map) the peak
and valley of the ablation front perturbation have interchanged places.
The experimental results obtained with the streaked imager can be cross-
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Fig. 4.17: Density prole snapshots at two dierent times as simulated by the 2D hydro code ORCHID. Laser irradiates from the right side. Single-mode (20 µm
wavelength) surface perturbations with initial amplitude of 1.65 µm are preimposed
on 60 µm thick CH foil.

validated with the x-ray framing camera data. An agreement should conrm
the validity of both data sets and the respective analytic methods. Comparison of the framing camera data from several shots with the PJX record
from an experiment with 20-µm mode show very good agreement (Fig. 4.18).
Despite the use of data from several shots (that don't have quite the same
conditions) the data acquired with the framing camera group well around
the streaked evolution curve. The reason for the slight dierence in the two
data sets after t=1.2 ns has not yet been identied. It is most likely connected with the framing camera experiment since the streaked data show
better agreement with simulations. This eect is similar to the observations
made by Smalyuk in Ref. [96], where he uses the framing camera in a very
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Fig. 4.18: PJX data are compared with a framing camera data. The good agreement veries the ndings of the two approaches.

similar setup but later in time, at the advanced stage of shell acceleration.
This small discrepancy does not aect the conclusions made here since it is
at the end of the shock transit phase.

4.3

Summary

This chapter discussed the data analysis and results from the experiments
on dynamic overpressure stabilization of the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov
growth, present at the ablation front of ICF targets before shell acceleration.
The evolution in target optical depth of single-mode perturbations with different wavelength was investigated. High-temporal-resolution records were
obtained with a streaked imager, used as the primary diagnostic. These ex√
periments conrmed the temporal oscillation with frequency ω ∼ kVa of
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the perturbation spectrum during shock transit. The phase and amplitude
of the spectral components at the time of rarefaction breakout determine
the initial conditions (the seeds) of the acceleration-phase R-T instability
growth. Comparison with results from 2-D numerical simulations showed
good agreement and provided a way to validate the heuristic factor of thermal transport inhibition, the ux limiter, f = 0.06 that is currently used in
the hydro codes. Further analysis of the data helped determine the extent
of nonlinear evolution of the areal density perturbation. The results of two
dierent experiments were compared and showed good agreement, validating the obtained data. In the appendix (Appendix D) to this chapter the
role of target self-emission in the experimental measurement was quantied
and an experimental scheme was proposed for measurement of the mass ablation rate, which is directly related to the studied mechanism of ablative
stabilization.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
5.1

Future Directions

5.1.1 Ablative RM instability in cryogenic DT, DD or
foam targets
The observation of oscillations in the evolution of perturbed ablation fronts
in planar CH foils has conrmed the stabilizing role of the dynamic overpressure eect on the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov instability. This stabilization
mechanism is present for as long as the ablation pressure is maintained and,
thus, not only determines the seed amplitudes, but also reduces the growth
of the acceleration phase R-T instability. This eect depends on the perturbation mode number. This means that the R-T perturbation spectrum
is bounded at the high-frequency end. There is a cuto in the R-T growth
rate at high mode number for cryogenic DT targets with the cuto wavenumber, kc , given in Eq. 3.5. kc depends on the ablation velocity and the density
scalelength of the target ablation region. A natural continuation of the experiments discussed here is the direct observation of the dynamic overpressure
stabilization in driven DT-ice targets. While scaling the intensity of the drive
pulse allowed the ablation velocity in the CH foils used in these experiments
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to match the DT-target value, there is still an order of magnitude dierence
in the density scalelengths of DT-ice and CH ablation regions. The time histories of thermal transport, mass ablation rate, and shock propagation will all
be dierent and need to be studied directly. In addition, dynamic overpressure experiments with planar cryo-targets will benet from the availability
of longer drive pulses at the desired (lower) peak intensities that will allow
the observation of more oscillations (in thicker targets). The following is a
proposal for an experimental scheme that extends the radiographic method
presented in this work to the low-opacity D2 - and DT-ice planar foils (with
solid densities of ρD2 ' 0.25g/cm3 and ρDT ' 0.27g/cm3 respectively). At
the current working energy band of the diagnostic, these materials are optically thin. The attenuation lengths of D2 - and DT-ice for 1.5 keV x rays
are of the order of 2 cm making the instrument insensitive to areal density
modulations of relevant amplitude.
A solution to this problem is to shift the working energy band of the diagnostic to much softer x rays. At 200 eV photon energy, the x-ray attenuation
length is about 30 µm for solid uncompressed DT, dropping down to about

7 µm for shock compressed DT. A narrow spectral window must be formed
in the x-ray energy range between 150 and 250 eV to allow for adequate
x-ray attenuation. This is much more dicult than it is at 1.5 keV and requires special techniques. To cut o the x rays on the high-energy end of this
window the use of a KB microscope at high grazing incidence (of the order
of 8 to 10◦ ) is proposed. The cuto in reectivity (Eq. C.2) will limit the
contrast-impairing hard x rays. On the low energy end, the spectral window
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will be bound by the eciency of the backlighter and the transmission of the
blast shield. A blast shield is still necessary to preserve the mirror surfaces
but the choice is limited by the necessity to transmit soft x rays. There are
not many materials with good structural integrity that have low attenuation
in this spectral range. These include C, Be, Mo, Pb and several polymers. A
compromise must be made between structural integrity and x-ray transmittance. An alternative is the use of very thin (submicron) lms supported by
metallic mesh with large spacing.
In the detector, one of the important quantities is the photocathode quantum yield of secondary emission electrons (SEE) for x-rays [97] in the narrow
spectral band of interest. From the well characterized materials both CsI
and Au seem good choices [98]. CsI has signicantly better quantum yield
throughout the spectrum although it is peaked at higher x-ray energies than
desired. Fig. 5.1 shows the spectral window of the KB-PJX, where the angle
of incidence has been increased to 8◦ , the mirror material has been changed
to either Ag (solid line) or V (dotted line), the blast shield is 1µm Mo on a
2.5-µm polyimide (using the transmission peak right below the C Kα edge)
and the PJX photocathode is 300-nm-thick cesium iodide (CsI) lm on thin
polyimide substrate. Compared to other polymers, polyimide provides increased strength, ability to withstand both cryogenic and high temperatures,
and eectiveness in blocking unwanted ultraviolet radiation. To preserve the
instrument footprint, the change of the angle of incidence requires change in
the mirror radius of curvature. It has to be reduced to 1000 mm from the
current 4250 mm. The dashed line on Fig. 5.1 is the spectral window of

Spectral charge density, mC/keV
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Fig. 5.1: The x-ray microscope with Ag (solid) and V (dotted line) mirrors, compared to the current Ir-mirror design. The x rays are transmitted through 40 µm
DT-ice and CH respectively.

the KB microscope in its current conguration. The narrow spectral window
centered at 200 eV compares favorably to both its high-energy tail (photocurrent ratio of ∼ 104 ) and the bandpass of the current KB conguration.
The vanadium-coated mirrors show an additional improvement by reducing
the high-energy contribution even further. With its calculated width, the
spectral window of this design is comparable to that of multilayer mirrors,
providing quasi-monochromatic imaging without the eld-of-view reduction
associated with multilayer designs. The same broadband U backlighter was
used to generate all three curves in the gure. By going to more ecient
backlighting schemes at low energies (e.g. line emission) the signal can be
increased further if necessary. At these energies (∼ 200 eV), the contribution
of self-emission from the DT plasma to the signal is expected to be signi-
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cantly reduced (the spectral distribution of bremsstrahlung radiation scales
as the square of the atomic number) compared with CH. This improves the
quality of the radiographic experiment and makes it easier to measure the
mass ablation rate via the technique described in Appendix D.
This discussion concentrated on imaging DT cryogenic targets by reconguring the versatile KB-PJX instrument. This simple and ecient approach
is not the only possible solution, there are other techniques with their respective advantages and disadvantages. One worth mentioning is phase-contrast
imaging (PCI) [99]. This technique relies on the phase contrast (variations
in the phase of the x rays transmitted through the sample) as opposed to the
absorption contrast. Transmitting hard x rays through a low-density sample
will result in negligible absorption contrast but the phase contrast can be signicant. There are a number of problems associated with this method, such
as the need of high photon ux (long exposure times, that limit the time resolution), use of special techniques to record the phase variations, coherence
of the probing x rays etc.
The preceding paragraphs show in principle that an experiment on the
dynamic overpressure stabilization of the ablative RM instability in cryogenic
DT targets is feasible. Further work, including extensive ray tracing is needed
to complete the design of the modied instrument that can be used in such
experiments. Given the availability of the instrumental base, this design may
prove a versatile solution for a variety of experiments.
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5.1.2 Impulsive loading of target shells. Picket pulses
A balance exists between the maximum achievable gain and the stability of
an ICF target. As mentioned in section 1.1, target designs that have been
optimized for high energy gain typically suer from reduced stability. The
converse is also true; in typical designs, the price for increased target stability is gain reduction. This results from the fact that stability is usually
improved by driving the shell harder. The increased drive intensity results
in better thermal smoothing (larger heat-conduction zone) of imprint and
leads to increased ablation velocity, a factor identied as a major stabilization mechanism of the ablative RT growth. However, the stronger shocks
propagating through the shell generate larger entropy increase of the compressed material. In other words, the implosion occurs on a higher adiabat1
This reduces the shell compressibility, the convergence ratio is reduced, and
so is the target gain.
To alleviate this problem several authors [30, 100, 101] have suggested
adiabat shaping schemes, where the adiabat is raised only at the ablation
surface, providing stability there, while the inner part of the shell is at low
adiabat, preventing deterioration of the shell compressibility. In particular,
Goncharov et. al. have proposed a design, where adiabat shaping is achieved
with an intensity picket, preceding the main drive pulse. This picket not
only reduces the imprint-related perturbations [102] but, by sending a shock
wave through the shell, immediately followed by a decompression wave, it
1

A measure of the shell entropy [30, 75], the ratio of the shell pressure to the pressure

in the fully degenerate state.
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creates a steep gradient in the shell adiabat with peak value at the ablation
front. The advantages (and disadvantages) of this approach are discussed
in detail in Ref. [100]. For this design, Goncharov identies two possible
ampliers of the perturbations seeds during the shock transit. One is the
pre-acceleration RT instability, triggered by the decompression wave orienting the pressure gradient in direction opposite to the density gradient, at
the back of the CH-DT interface [102]. It is active until the main laser pulse
reorients the pressure gradient. The other perturbation-growth mechanism is
the convective instability [103] resulting from the coalignment of the eective
acceleration with the entropy gradient. Using analytic arguments and simulation results the author claims that these mechanisms do not signicantly
amplify the perturbation seeds.
This regime is very interesting in the context of the areal density oscillations that have been the subject of this thesis. Relevant to this work is
the evolution of the hydrodynamic instability seeds under these new conditions, where the transit of a constant-strength shock is replaced with the
propagation of a decaying shock wave, generated by the impulsive loading of
the shell (the intensity picket). An experiment that directly compares the
evolution of single-mode perturbations in the two cases (constant-strength,
vs. decaying shock wave) can help quantify the importance of the dierent factors that aect perturbation growth during this time. Recently, A.
Velikovich et al. published an analytical study [104] (supported by hydrodynamic simulations) of the evolution of single-mode perturbations at the
shock and ablation fronts of impulsively loaded planar targets. They nd
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that, in contrast to the constant-strength-shock case, the perturbations at
the shock and ablation front oscillate with larger amplitudes, with the shock
modulation amplitude exceeding its initial value by a factor of at least two.
This is new behavior that needs to be studied experimentally, since the seeds
of the acceleration RT instability may become very large, given enough time
between the picket and main pulse. An interesting idea from this article is
probing the target material equation of state (EOS) by relating the speed of
sound of the shocked material to the frequency of the observed areal density
oscillations. It may be worth investigating the use of the experimental setup
from the previous section for radiography of deuterium or DT-ice, to obtain
additional information about their EOS.

5.2

Summary

The focus of this thesis was the initial evolution of the seeds of hydrodynamic instabilities in ICF targets and the stabilization of their growth during
the startup phase of an ICF implosion. Improvements in target fabrication
and the implementation of laser-beam smoothing techniques have reduced
the shell surface roughness and laser imprint in the latest target designs
but cannot eliminate the perturbations completely. The identication and
understanding of the stabilization mechanisms (growth reduction) is therefore very important. The dynamic overpressure stabilization of the ablative
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability is the main stabilizing mechanism that determines the initial conditions for the R-T instability. It also mitigates perturbation growth during the acceleration phase. This has been the subject of
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this work.
In the startup phase of a laser-driven, ICF implosion, a shock wave
is transmitted through the target, giving rise to the ablative case of the
Richtmyer-Meshkov instability at the ablation front. Perturbations at this
surface of maximum temperature gradient evolve in a way that is dierent
than the classical case of non-ablating perturbed uid interface. While linear
perturbation growth is present in the classical case, the eect of nite thermal conductivity in the ablative is stabilization of the perturbation growth,
expressed through temporal oscillations of the perturbation spectrum components. These oscillations are driven by a restoring force, generated by
localized modulations in the dynamic pressure. During the shock transit, the
dynamic overpressure eect is the main growth reduction mechanism for the
part of the perturbation spectrum that has the most damaging eect on the
shell integrity and overall implosion symmetry. The experiments described
in this work studied the evolution of single-mode perturbations during the
shock transit in planar CH foils, driven by several OMEGA beams with total
intensity ranging from 50 to 400 TW/cm2 . The predicted temporal oscillations of the perturbed ablation front were observed in the recorded target
optical depth modulations. This was accomplished through face-on, x-ray
radiography with a specially designed streaked imager. This high-resolution
diagnostic is based on a large-angle KB microscope coupled to a high-current,
x-ray streak tube. Details of the instrument design and characterization,
presented in this work, conrmed its suitability for the dynamic overpressure
experiments.
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The experiments were conducted in planar geometry. The irradiated surface of the CH foils was premodulated with single-mode corrugations with
known initial amplitude. The evolution of the resulting ablation front modulations was observed during the laser pulse. The high temporal resolution
record obtained with the KB-PJX streaked imager conrmed the presence of
the expected oscillations. The perturbations at the ablation front undergo a
phase reversal before the beginning of shell acceleration. The time of phase
reversal, which is directly related to the oscillation frequency, was shown to
change with the wavelength of the preimposed single-mode perturbations.
Data from shots with 20- and 30-µm perturbation wavelength show that the
30-µm perturbations have lower oscillation frequency. The zero-crossing of
√
the 20-µm evolution curve occurs k times earlier than it does for the 30-µm
case.
The time of zero crossing and the peak amplitude value of the optical
depth evolution curve are strongly dependent on the heat transport mechanism. In the simulations the electron thermal transport is handled by using
limited free-streaming ux in place of the classical Spitzer-Harm ux formula.
Comparison of the experimental data and the simulations allowed to conrm
the heuristic ux limiter value of f ' 0.06, which is regularly used in simulations and design of directly driven (with 351 nm laser wavelength) ICF
targets. The experimental data match well the evolution curves predicted
by 2-D hydro simulations, where f ' 0.06 is used for heat transport inhibition. A method for measurement of the thermal electron transport in the
region between the critical surface and the ablation front (conduction zone)
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is currently not available. The most direct approach is to measure the mass
ablation rate, ṁ, that is directly aected by the thermal ux near and at the
ablation front. A simple method for such a measurement, based on face-on
x-ray radiography has been proposed, and illustrated using the experimental
data.
In summary, this thesis has completed its objective to verify the validity
of the theoretical and numerical apparatus describing the ablative RichtmyerMeshkov instability and its stabilization by the dynamic overpressure, during
the startup phase of ICF implosion. Further research directions have been
suggested and an experimental setup proposed.
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A. LINEARIZED JUMP CONDITIONS
ACROSS A SUBSONIC ABLATION
FRONT
In this Appendix the linearized jump conditions across a perturbed ablation front with large Froude number are derived. The derivation is based
on Ref. [105]. We start from the conservation equations with zero eective
acceleration (g=0):

∂t ρ + ∇ · (ρV) = 0 ,
µ
∂t

ρV
p
+
γ−1
2

¶
2

ρ(∂t V + V · ∇V) = −∇p ,
· µ
¶
¸
γp
ρV 2
+∇· V
+
− κ∇T = 0 .
γ−1
2

(A.1)
(A.2)
(A.3)

One can write the momentum conservation equation in conservative form,
similarly to Eq (2.16), by using the continuity equation (A.1) V∂t ρ = V(∇ ·

ρV) to obtain
∂t (ρV) + ∇ · (ρVV) + ∇p = 0 .

(A.4)

All three equations (A.1-3) take the form1 ∂t Q + ∇ · F = 0 as in Chapter
2 with the only dierence in the energy ux that now includes the thermal
1

In Eq. (A.4), F = (pI + ρVV), where I is the second rank identity tensor.
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conduction term. To integrate across the perturbed interface, the conservation equations are rst rewritten in the frame of reference of the perturbed
ablation front, using the following coordinate transformation,

χ = x − ηa (y, t) , y = y , t = t ,
where ηa (y, t) is the sharp interface. The dierential operators transform as

∂t → ∂t − ∂t ηa ∂χ , ∂y → ∂y − ∂y ηa ∂χ , ∂x → ∂χ ,
and each of the conservation equations can be written as

©
ª
∂t Q + ∂y Fy + ∂χ Fx − ∂y ηa Fy − ∂t ηa Q = 0 ,

(A.5)

where the quantities Q and F are dened in the same way as in Eq. (2.15).
Thus, the mass equation (A.1) becomes

©
ª
∂t ρ + ∂y ρυy + ∂χ ρ(υx − υy ∂y ηa − ∂t ηa ) = 0 ,

(A.6)

while the conservation equations for the x and y components of the momentum take the form,

©
ª
∂t (ρυy ) + ∂y (p + ρυy2 ) + ∂χ ρυx υy − ∂y ηa (p + ρυy2 ) − ∂t ηa (ρυy ) = 0 , (A.7)
©
ª
∂t (ρυx ) + ∂y (ρυx υy ) + ∂χ p + ρυx2 − ∂y ηa (ρυy υx ) − ∂t ηa (ρυx ) = 0 . (A.8)
Integrating Eq. (A.5) in x from -² to ² and taking the limit ² → 0 results in
the generalized jump condition

[[Fx − ∂y ηa Fy − ∂t ηa Q]] = 0 .

(A.9)
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To obtain the separate conditions we substitute the density Q with the mass,
momentum and energy densities, and F with the respective uxes to obtain

[[ρυx − ∂y ηa ρυy − ∂t ηa ρ]] = 0 ,

(A.10)

[[ρυx υy − ∂y ηa (p + ρυy2 ) − ∂t ηa ρυy ]] = 0 ,

(A.11)

[[p + ρυx2 − ∂y ηa (ρυy υx ) − ∂t ηa ρυx ]] = 0 ,

(A.12)

·· µ
¶
· µ
¶
¸
γp
γp
ρV 2
ρV 2
υx
+
− κ∂x T − ∂y ηa υy
+
− κ∂y T
γ−1
2
γ−1
2
µ
¶¸
¸
p
ρV 2
− ∂t η a
+
= 0 . (A.13)
γ−1
2
In terms of the normal and tangential (to the interface ηa ) coordinates (n, τ )
the above jump conditions take a more compact form [105]

[[|n|ρυn − ∂t ηa ρ]] = 0 ,

(A.14)

[[|n|ρυn υτ − ∂t ηa ρυτ ]] = 0 ,

(A.15)

[[|n|(p + ρυn2 ) − ∂t ηa ρυn ]] = 0 ,
¶
¸
¶¸
¸
·· · µ
µ
ρV 2
p
ρV 2
γp
+
− κ∂n T − ∂t ηa
+
=0,
|n| υn
γ−1
2
γ−1
2

(A.16)
(A.17)

where the relation for the normal component of the ux

Fn = F · n̂ = F ·

n
êx − ∂y ηa êy
Fx − ∂y ηa Fy
=F· p
=p
|n|
1 + (∂y ηa )2
1 + (∂y ηa )2

was used. Next, we introduce perturbations to the equilibrium density, pressure, and velocities, ρ → ρ + ρ̃, p → p + p̃, V → V + Ṽ and linearize the jump
conditions with respect to these perturbations. The normal and tangential
components of the velocity become

υn = V · n̂ ' V · (êx + ∂y ηa êy ) ' υx + υy ∂ηa ' υ̃x + υx ,

(A.18)
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υτ = V · τ̂ ' V · (êy − ∂y ηa êx ) ' υy − υx ∂ηa ' υ̃y − ∂y ηa υx .

(A.19)

The linearized mass and momentum jump conditions are

[[∂t ηa ρ − υ̃x ρ − ρ̃υx ]] = 0 ,

(A.20)

[[p̃ + ρ̃υx2 − 2ρυx υ̃x ]] = 0 ,

(A.21)

[[υ̃y − υx ∂y ηa ]] = 0 .

(A.22)

The linearized energy jump condition will be derived in the limit of subsonic
ablation ow V 2 ¿ c22 , which means that the dynamic pressure is much
lower than the external laser pressure ρV 2 ¿ p. This is an approximation
that is well justied for ICF conditions, as discussed in Chapter 2. Using the
nonlinear power law for the thermal conductivity κ = κ0 T ν one can write

·· µ
¶
µ
¶
γp
ρV 2
γ p̃
ρ̃V 2
υ̃x
+
+ υx
+
+ ρυ̃x υx
γ−1
2
γ−1
2
¶¸
¸
µ
p
ρV 2
κ0
ν+1
∂x T̃
− ∂t η a
+
= 0 . (A.23)
−
ν+1
γ−1
2
Neglecting the terms ρV 2 , ρ̃V 2 and ρυx υ̃x (all of the order of, or smaller than

ρV 2 ) with respect to p yields
··
¸¸
γp
γ p̃
κ0
p
ν+1
υ̃x
+ υx
−
∂x T̃
− ∂t ηa
=0.
γ−1
γ−1 ν+1
γ−1

(A.24)

The ratio of the second to the rst term in Eq. (A.24) scales as the longitudinal Mach number (υx p̃)/(υ̃x p) ∼ υx /c2 ¿ 1 and is also neglected. Finally,
the jump condition for the x-momentum component across a unperturbed
interface is [[p]] = −[[ρυx2 ]] and, in the approximation of subsonic ow (isobaric
model), the term proportional to [[p]] in Eq. (A.24) will vanish. For the same
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reason, in the rst term that also has jump in υ̃x , p can be treated as a
constant p = pa . The nal result is the same as Eq. (2.74):

γpa
κ0
[[υ̃x ]] −
[[∂x T̃ ν+1 ]] = 0 .
γ−1
ν+1

(A.25)
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B. X-RAY FRAMING CAMERA
CHARACTERIZATION
B.1

System Response

X-ray framing cameras [77], using pinhole arrays as their optics, are widely
used on the OMEGA laser facility for variety of experiments [96, 106108].
To address the experimental requirements of the ablative Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability experiments, the characteristics of one such instrument were evaluated. The diagnostic consists of a pinhole array, serving as an optical frontend and a microchannel plate, gated with electrical microstrip. This analysis
uses a simplifying linear approximation approach to the optical response of
the x-ray framing camera as a multistage imaging system. The system response can be broken into several stages (Fig. B.1). At each step the signal
is convolved with the corresponding MTF and modied by an additive noise
term. There are several simplifying conditions required for the validity of
this linear analysis:
1. The detector operates in a linear regime, below saturation levels. Its
spectral response is independent of the signal level.

8-mm
pinhole
Signal

+
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Framing
camera

Digitizer

Film

´

´

+

´

+

´

+

MTF

MTF

Noise

MTF

Noise

MTF

Noise

Noise

Measurement

B.1 System Response

Fig. B.1: The signal at each stage of the diagnostic system is convolved with the
corresponding MTF and modied by an additive noise term. (Courtesy of V.A.
Smalyuk).

2. The measured noise and signal are uncorrelated1 , the noise term is
purely additive.
3. The mass absorption coecient in the compressed target remains close
to its cold value, due to moderate target heating.
4. The spectral dependence of the various system parameters is weak
over the working energy band, or equivalently, the spectral window is
suciently narrow for the experimental parameters to be considered
spectrally independent.
5. The backlighter is suciently uniform spatially and has constant intensity in time.
Smalyuk shows the validity of the above assumptions [54] for an experiment
that is very similar to the dynamic overpressure experiments. The driver
1

This is a requirement for the measurement process, the noise is by denition of purely

statistical nature and uncorrelated with the signal.
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intensities, backlighter intensities and material, ltration, and as a result the
spectral window are practically the same. For this reason, it is possible to
perform the same kind of analysis and by knowing the components of the

e z; t) in target optical
system response, to determine the modulations D(y,
˜ 0 , z 0 ; t) in the digitized
depth (Eq. 3.3), based on the intensity modulations I(y
images of the framing camera data. As long as the assumption of linear
system response holds, one can relate the image intensity modulation to
the modulations in target optical depth using the total system modulation
Q
transfer function M T Ftot (ky ) = i M T Fi (ky ) and the cumulative system
P
noise Ntot (ky ) = i Ni (ky ). This can be accomplished by measuring the two
compound quantities and constructing a Wiener lter [109], that deconvolves
the system response function and reduces the eect of system noise. It should
be noted that, in contrast to [54], where the analysis is carried out in two
dimensions, the 2-D images in the current experiments can be analyzed by
averaging along the trivial dimension, z, and working with 1-D lineouts (along
the y coordinate) of the data, since the single mode surface modulations

η = η0 sin(ky) are function of y only.
Three experimental congurations were evaluated to determine the optimal parameters for the experiment. These are listed in Table (B.1) The
system MTF was obtained from the image of sharp, opaque Pt-edge (knifeedge) target. The MTF is approximated by a double Gaussian, obtained
by tting the Fourier transform of the line-spread function in a nonlinear
least-squares optimization scheme. It uses a modied Levenberg-Marquardt
algorithm [110, 111] to determine the parameters {A, σ1 , σ2 } of the double-
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Table B.1: Parameters of x-ray framing camera congurations.

Magni-

Backlighter

Target-Pinhole

Spatial

Field

Temporal

Duration

Distance

Resolution

of View

Resolution

(ns)

(mm)

(µm)

(µm)

8×

3

25.5

∼13

350

80

12×

2

25

∼10

500

150

12×

3

25

∼11

500

150

cation

(ps)

Gaussian curve
2

2

M T Ftot (ky ) ' Ae−(σ1 ky ) + (1 − A)e−(σ2 ky ) .

(B.1)

The tting parameters for the above instrument congurations are listed in
Table (B.2) and the resulting curves are plotted in Fig. B.2. It can be seen
that for pinholes with the same diameter (8 µm) higher resolution is achieved
at higher magnication. The dierence in high-spatial frequencies between
the two curves for setups with the same magnication (12×) and diameter is
due to elevated measurement uncertainties (noise) induced by the the lower
photon ux in the case of the 3-ns long backlighter. Ideally, the resolution
(and MTF curves respectively) of the two congurations should be the same.
The validity of the MTF can be veried by convolving the line-spread function
(a step function) of an ideal edge with the MTF curve and matching it to
the experimental edge data that is blurred by the system response. This
test is demonstrated for the case of 12× magnication in Fig. B.3, where a
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Table B.2: Parameters of the Double-Gaussian t to MTF curves for dierent
experimental congurations.

M

Backlighter

A

Duration (ns)

σ1

σ2

(µm)

(µm)

12×

2

0.12

91.7

30.8

12×

3

0.18

104.5

24.3

8×

3

0.41

53.2

20.0

Modulation transfer functions
1.0
x12 2-ns backlighter
x12 3-ns backlighter
x 8 3-ns backlighter

MTF

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0.0
0

100
150
50
Spatial frequency (mm1)

Fig. B.2: System modulation transfer functions (MTFs) for three experimental
congurations.
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good agreement is evident. While determining each individual contributor
to the total system MTF is not necessary, it is important to highlight the
dominant one. The individual response functions are identied in Fig. B.1
as the pinhole MTF, the MTF of the framing camera, the lm response and
the digitization aperture MTF. As shown in [78], the dominant eect comes
from the resolution of the pinholes, followed by the response of the framing
camera, with the MTF of the 20-µm digitization aperture contributing the
least to the image blurring (its values are closest to unity throughout the
spatial spectrum). The MTF of the lm is negligibly dierent from one in
the spatial frequency space of the experiment and does not aect the overall
system resolution.
Edge-target data profiles

Image of edge-target
3.0
Optical depth

2.5
2.0
1.5

Data profile
Ideal edge
MTF-edge
product

1.0
0.5
0.0
0

200
Distance (microns)

Fig. B.3: Image of a knife-edge target. Convolving an ideal edge prole (step
function) with the system response function reproduces the data intensity prole.

To determine the compound system noise, an experiment is performed,
in which unperturbed, smooth surface CH targets of relevant thickness were
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used. They were backlit, without being driven, with the same backlighter
Fourier amplitude (OD)

0.012
X-ray photon noise

0.010

´ 12 nose cone
´ 8 nose cone
´ 8 out of strip

0.008
0.006
0.004
0.002
0.000

Digitization noise
0

100
50
150
200
Spatial frequency (1/mm)

250

Fig. B.4: Measured noise spectra for three setup congurations. The lower noise
level for the case of 8× magnication is due to the improved photon statistics.

intensity as the perturbed targets. The spectrum of the image intensity was
then analyzed to determine the system RMS noise. The data were obtained
by backlighting 20-µm thick CH strip targets (a 250-µm wide plastic strip
mounted on a Mylar washer). The measured noise spectra for the three
considered congurations are plotted in Fig. B.4. The lower magnication conguration, which benets from improved photon statistics shows a
weaker noise spectrum for the low frequency part of the spectrum. The highfrequency region is dominated by the digitization and lm noise, which have
at spectra. The low frequency noise, which similarly to the useful signal, is
modied by the system MTF, is determined mainly by photon statistics that
depend on the intensity. If Poisson statistics is assumed for the spectrally
averaged backlighter signal, the RMS variation in intensity (the noise), con-
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verted to optical depth will scale as the inverse square root of the average
intensity:

δD = δ(ln I) ∼

1
1
∼√ .
δI
I

(B.2)

8

20 mm CH
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B

Optical depth

Washer
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Fig. B.5: The spectrally averaged attenuation length is determined from the
optical-depth dierence between two regions of a strip-target image.

The images of the strip targets can also be used to determine the spectrally averaged attenuation length λCH = 1/(µ0 ρ0 ) for the backlighter x rays
within the spectral window of the instrument that traverse the undriven
CH target. From the equation for the intensity of the transmitted x rays

I = I0 exp(−d/λCH ), it is seen that λCH is a function of the dierence in
optical depth of the image out (D0 = ln I0 ) and inside (D = ln I ) the plastic
strip with thickness d:

λCH =

d
.
ln I0 − ln I

(B.3)
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The measured value of the attenuation length, averaged within the spectral
window of the framing camera is 10 ± 1 µm, which compares well with the
cold target attenuation length of 10 µm, obtained from Ref. [112] for the
average spectrum energy of 1.3 keV.

B.2

Wiener Filter Construction

With the system MTF and noise spectrum determined as described, one can
restore the signal in target optical depth, using a Wiener lter [109]. If in the
one-dimensional Fourier space D(ky ) is the Fourier transform of the measured
signal D(y) and M(ky ) = M T Ftot is the system MTF, then the restored signal
(in Fourier space) is given by

D0 (ky ) = W(ky )

D(ky )
.
M(ky )

(B.4)

In a noiseless measurement, the lter W(ky ) will be equal to one and the
restoration will be simple deconvolution of the system MTF. In the general
case, the Wiener lter is the result of least-squares optimization, in which
the dierence (in quadrature) between the sought restored signal D0 (ky ) and
an optimal estimate S(ky ) for the true signal is minimized. Specically

W(ky ) =

|S(ky )|2
,
|S(ky )|2 + |N(ky )|2

where N(ky ) is the measured noise spectrum and the signal estimate is


 |D(ky )|2 − |N(ky )|2 if |D(ky )| > 2|N(ky )|
|S(ky )|2 =
 |S̃(k )|2
if |D(ky )| ≤ 2|N(ky )|.
y

(B.5)
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There are several reasonable choices for the signal estimate |S(ky )| in the case
where the measured signal D(ky ) is approaching the noise level. They are



0
lower bound



|S̃(ky )| =
|S̃(ky )| ∈ (0, 2|N(ky )| ) normally distributed random value




2|N(ky )|
upper bound.
The bounds for |S̃(ky )| provide a measure of the experimental uncertainty and
the condence region for the ltered signal |D(ky )|. The dynamic overpressure
experiments do not require it but this noise reduction technique can be used
with two- (and higher) dimensional data by trivial expansion of the analytic
space. In the conguration of choice (12× magnication, 2ns backlighter), the
framing camera was used to image the evolution of laser-imprinted, broadband perturbations at the ablation front of a planar CH target. The eect of
the Wiener lter as applied to the image of the target areal-density perturbations is seen in Fig. B.6. In the image array, the rst column is the raw data
in real (rst row) and Fourier (second row) space respectively, and the second
column contains the ltered data. The high-frequency noise reduction and
the improved image contrast due to MTF deconvolution are evident from the
images.
This ltering technique can be applied without modications to the onedimensional streaked data obtained with the KB-PJX instrument, the primary diagnostics for the dynamic overpressure experiments. As with the
framing camera, the system MTF and noise are measured to construct the
Wiener lter. The assumptions of the linearity of the framing camera's response and its noise characteristics must hold for the streak camera as well.
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Fig. B.6: The Wiener lter reduces high-frequency noise and improves overall
image quality for an image showing broadband imprint evolution.
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C. KIRKPATRICK-BAEZ
MICROSCOPE: DESIGN AND
DEVELOPMENT
An experimental conguration containing a pinhole array and a framing camera does not provide the appropriate throughput and resolution for the direct
observation of small, high-spatial-frequency perturbations in the target areal
density during shock transit (at the available backlighter intensities). As
shown in Appendix B, a modulation transfer function (MTF) analysis of
the various parts of such a system shows that the resolution limit is set by
the pinhole array. An imager with larger collection angle than a pinhole is
needed to see more of the available backlighter photons and improve the
photon statistics, and the signal-to-noise. This throughput increase cannot
be achieved by reducing the target-to-optic distance and should not be at
the cost of spatial resolution (simply increasing the pinhole diameter is unacceptable). Since the noise levels of the current diagnostics for thicker targets
are (∼0.03/0.05 OD) close to and above the acceptable maximum for the
dynamic overpressure experimental requirements, other ways of diagnosing
the experiment have been sought.
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A good solution is a Kirkpatrick-Baez (KB) reective optic microscope
[79]. Several successful implementations of this particular approach have
been elded at LLE [113, 114]. The KB microscope has several advantages:
(1) Good spatial resolution (down to 3 µm on axis). (2) The mirror pairs
can be placed far from the target, allowing thin debris shields to be used. (3)
The presence of a high-energy cuto in the reectivity reduces the contrast
impairment, resulting from the decreased attenuation length for high-energy
backlighter photons. (4) High throughput can be achieved with a metalmirror KB design, especially in the case of low (1 to 3 keV) x-ray energies,
where the solid angle can be increased by selecting relatively high incidence
angles. This Appendix covers the optimization of the optical design, results
from numerical raytracing, and mirror characterization. The angle of incidence and choice of coating material for the KB optic have been optimized
to maximize the throughput and resolution over the x-ray energy spectrum
of interest. The result is a 4-mirror design with a 2.1◦ angle of incidence,
iridium-coated mirrors working in the spectral region from 1 to 2.5 keV with
system throughput peaking at 1.5 keV, and a predicted target-plane resolution of 3 µm on axis. The KB microscope provides considerably higher
throughput than a pinhole array, as will be seen below, especially at these
grazing angles. This improved photon ux would saturate the current x-ray
framing cameras but is properly matched to high-current streak tubes, such
as the PJX.
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p

q

Image

Source
Mirrors

Baffle

Fig. C.1: Principal scheme of a four-mirror KB microscope. The x rays undergo
double reection at the corner of a mirror pair to form a 2-D image at the detector
plane.

C.1

Optical Design

In a KB microscope, as described in Ref. [79], the rays from a point source
are reected at grazing angle from a concave spherical (or cylindrical) mirror
(placed at a distance p from the object) to form a focused image at a distance
q given by the mirror equation, (3.11)

1 1
2
1
= + =
,
f
p q
R sin θi

(C.1)

where p is the distance from the object to the mirror, R is the radius of
curvature of the mirror, and θi is the angle of incidence (with respect to
the mirror surface). Equation (C.1) is valid only for the meridian (tangential) rays1 . The sagittal focal distance is 1/ sin(θi )2 times larger. For θi 's
in the range of interest, focusing occurs only in one dimension; therefore a
pair of transversely placed mirrors, as in Fig. C.1, is needed so that a twodimensional image can be registered. With the four-mirror design shown in
Fig. C.1, four two-dimensional images are generated. A comparison between
1

The rays that are in the plane, parallel to the mirror surface normal
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the features of a pinhole array used with an x-ray framing camera and the
grazing-incidence Kirkpatrick-Baez microscope, used as the front end of the
PJX streak tube exposes the advantages of the KB optic. The solid angle at
which a point backlighting source sees the diagnostics (pinhole, mirror pair,
etc.) is a measure of the relative throughput of the system. For a typical
geometry of an 8-µm pinhole array, set up at 12x magnication, this quantity
is Ω ∼ 3.5 × 10−8 sr. The rst major advantage of the new microscope over
previous designs is the increased grazing angle: from about 0.9◦ typ. to 2.1◦ .
For a 2.1◦ angle of incidence and radius of curvature of the mirrors (each 5
mm thick) of 4.25 m, the resulting solid angle is Ω ∼ 3.1 × 10−6 sr. The
two-orders-of-magnitude improvement in Ω is at the cost of x-ray reectivity
of the mirrors but, as further analysis will show, this tradeo is warranted.
Figure C.2 shows the product Ω(θi )R2 (θi ) (R being the reectivity of each
mirror in the pair) for several materials at an average x-ray energy of 1.44
keV. The advantage of the elements from the platinum group (Ir and Pt) over
other metals (Al) or the bare Zerodur substrate is evident. The enhanced
reectivity of these elements is due to their higher electron density. The
width of the curve (Ir) suggests that for Ir-coated mirrors (the calculations
were done for a single-layer mirror with ∼3 Å rms surface roughness) the
system will have better throughput over a larger eld of view than with other
materials. The optimal angle of incidence for which the eective throughput
is maximized is found to be 2.1◦ . The microscope was designed to work in a
range of angles, centered at 2.1◦ . The product Ω(θi )R2 (θi )TCH (θi ) for the Ircoated KB microscope is plotted in Fig. C.3 for CH foil thicknesses of 20, 40,
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Fig. C.2: Eective throughput of mirror pair coated with dierent materials;
iridium (solid line), platinum (dot-dashed line), aluminum (dashed line) and the
uncoated Zerodur substrates (light solid line).

and 60 µm respectively with the corresponding x-ray transmission TCH (θi ).
The corresponding values for the reference pinhole array (8 µm diameter, object distance p=25 mm and magnication of 12×) are shown as dashed lines
for comparison. Only for the case of 60-µm-thick CH foil, a lower eective
throughput (lower signal at identical backlighter levels) is obtained with the
KB microscope than with a pinhole array for a 20-µm-thick foil. This is a
result of the two orders of magnitude solid angle improvement of the KB microscope over the pinhole camera, despite the signicantly increased object
distance in the KB design.
There is a high-energy cuto in the mirror total reection that is given
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Fig. C.3: Comparison of the microscope with a pinhole shows a solid angle improvement of two orders of magnitude at the optimal angle of incidence.

with good approximation by classical dispersion theory [79],
r
he
ne
Ec '
,
θi πme

(C.2)

where e and me are the electronic charge and mass, ne is the electron density
of the reector and θi is the grazing angle in radians. For iridium this results
in a high-energy cuto at ∼2.36 keV. This cuto acts as an upper bound
on the microscope's spectral window. The low energy end of this window
is shaped by a Be foil (25 µm thick typically), used as a blast shield, that
protects the optic from unevaporated target debris. The ability to choose
a thin blast shield is another advantage of the microscope over a pinhole;
the latter is protected by much thicker foil due to its closer proximity to
the target. Thicker blast windows limit the photon ux and may reduce the
signal to noise ratio. The spectral response of dierent parts of the imaging
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system is shown in Fig. C.4. The contrast impairment due to the M-band
J/keV (U spectrum),
mC/keV (system response)

U spectrum and system response
1000
U spectrum
TBeTAlTsub TCH40 YKBrf(E)/E (keV)

100
10
1
0.1

TBeTAlTsubR2YKBr TCH40f(E)/E (keV)

0.01
0

2000

4000

f(E) = U spectrum
(J/keV)
R = Ir reflectivity
TCH = CH target
transmission
TBe = Be filter
transmission
TAl = Al filter
transmission
Tsub = substrate
transmission

6000

X-ray energy (eV)

Fig. C.4: The optics spectral window is formed by the mirror reectivity and the
transmission of the various lters in the system, modifying the initial U backlighter
spectrum.

emission in the uranium spectrum (one of the appropriate choices for backlighter) is avoided through the high-photon-energy reectivity cuto. This
eect is highlighted in Fig. C.4, the peak at 3.5 keV has dropped o scale
after the multiplication by the mirror reectivity R2 (θi ) in the system response. The system spectral characteristics in Fig. C.4 take into account the
transmissions through a 6-µm-Al debris lter (TAl ), 25-µm-Be blast shield
(TBe ) positioned between the target and the KB microscope, the photocathode substrate (TSub ; 12 µm Be), and the CH foil itself (TCH40 ; 40-µm thick).

YKBr is the quantum eciency of the KBr photocathode. The initial backlighter spectrum f (E) becomes f (E)TBe TAl TSub TCH40 YKBr after including all
the elements of the system response except the reectivity (squared) of the
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Fig. C.5: Spectral contributions to the PJX photocurrent for CH targets with
dierent thickness. The current induced by hard x rays is limited by the mirror
reectivity cuto.

Ir mirrors. The role of the mirror reectivity is evident from the nal shape
2
of the system spectral window RIr
TBe TAl TSub TCH40 YKBr , which is given in

mC/keV, after multiplying by the number of x-ray photons f (E)/E .
The increased attenuation lengths for photons at the high-energy end of
the spectrum may reduce the contrast when probing thick CH foils, but,
as further analysis shows, the photocurrent contribution (Fig. C.5) from
the spectral band above 2.5 keV is a negligible fraction of the total PJX
current. For the case of 40-µm-CH foil, about 92% of the photocurrent comes
from the spectral band below 1.56 keV (Al K-edge). The sensitivity of the
diagnostic setup increases due to the higher photon ux that reduces the
photon statistics noise by factor of 10 (compared to the reference pinhole
array), thus making the PJX and digitization noise the dominant factors.
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This results in a decrease of the overall system noise, strongly dependent on
the quality of the image recording process (CCD camera). A typical working
regime for the PJX camera, in the conditions set by the experiment, would be
inverse mode (for highest spatial resolution, but with limited photocathode
length) with a sweep speed in the range of 6 to 10 ps/pixel and a photocurrent
using the entire dynamic range of the camera. This can be partially controlled
by the proper choice of photocathode material and with additional exibility,
by choosing the thickness of the various lters.
Detailed numerical raytracing with the optical design software Zemax
[115] was performed to determine the optical details of the geometry in a
typical planar-target experiment, namely the focal depth of the mirror pair,
the backlighter source position, the optimal radius of curvature and mirror
thickness, etc. The optimal geometry, considering also the dimensions of the
diagnostics, and the operating environment, is:
1. Distance from the target (object plane) to mirrors of 90 mm.
2. Distance from the mirrors to the image plane of 560 mm, which sets
the operating magnication to about 6× - a value related to the size
of the PJX photocathode (6 mm in inverse mode).
3. Radius of curvature of 4.25m and a resulting focal length of 77.5 mm,
according to Eq. (C.1).
4. The angle of incidence for this particular geometry varies from 1.9◦ to
2.23◦ for an object height of 0.9 mm.
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5. At the specied magnication, the streak tube photocathode can register the image of an object with ∼ 900 − µm height, approximately
the size of the backlit area, while preserving a peak resolution of 4 to
5 µm at the object plane.

C.2

Iridium Deposition and Reectivity
Measurements

The detailed procedure for coating the mirror substrates with Iridium was
developed at the Laboratory for Laser Energetics, using published data from
the coating process selection studies for the Chandra telescope high-resolution
mirror assembly (HRMA) [116]. The most viable option proved to be DCmagnetron sputtering of ∼ 400 Å Ir over an intermediate adhesion layer
of Cr. Sputtering was chosen due to its energetic deposition process that
results in lms with near-bulk density. Approximately 100 Å of Cr was
deposited on the substrates by electron beam evaporation at a deposition
rate of 4 Å/s. The Cr layer serves as an adhesion layer for the Ir. The surface
roughness of the supperpolished Zerodur substrate and lms as deposited on
the substrate were measured on a Digital Instruments/Veeco Nanoscope III
atomic force microscope (AFM) and the results are summarized in Table C.1.
A process using ion-assisted, electron-beam evaporation of both the Cr and
Ir layers was also examined. The surface roughness of the lms deposited
using this technique are also shown in the table. The Ir lms deposited
by DC-magnetron sputtering had a lower RMS surface roughness than the
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Table C.1: Summary of surface roughness data for Ir deposition
Deposition Process

Sample Type

Surface

Surface

Roughness

Roughness

RMS, nm

P-V, nm

Electron Beam

Substrate

0.13

2.4

Evaporation

Cr on Substrate

0.38

3.7

Ir/Cr on Substrate

0.57

5.3

DC-Magnetron

Substrate

0.13

2.4

Sputtering

Cr on Substrate

0.38

3.7

Ir/Cr on Substrate

0.44

11

lms deposited by ion-assisted electron beam evaporation. However, the PV roughness was higher on the sputtered lms due to a small number of
columnar pillars in the lm that have negligible eect on the overall surface
quality. Sputtered lm density of 98% bulk (22.42g/cm3 ) was conrmed
by measuring the reectivity of a coated sample and matching the data with
predictions from a numerical model that uses the measured surface roughness
and has the density as a free parameter [112]. In this model, the eect
of surface roughness is included in the approximation given by the NevotCrose factor [117]. The experimental setup used to obtain the data is shown
in Fig. C.7, while the results of these measurements are displayed in Fig.
C.6. The experimental data and model predictions match very well when the
measured surface roughness of the Ir lm is taken into account. The analytical
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prediction for ideal surface roughness is also plotted for comparison.

C.3

Microscope Characterization
Stepper motor 2

2q
Mirror

q

X rays
Detector
Stepper motor 1

Fig. C.6: Alignment and resolution tests were performed in vacuum, using x
rays from a target hit by electron gun. Part of the x rays were routed out of
the chamber through a metal window to perform reectivity measurements in a
goniometer (2θ, −θ) setup.

After passing the reectivity tests, the microscope prototype was placed
in the retracting mechanism that houses the optics during normal operation
and provides proper coupling to the PJX streak tube. Fine alignment and
resolution evaluation were performed under vacuum in the x-ray test chamber
(Fig. C.6). A lm pack loaded with Kodak direct exposure lm (DEF) was
placed at the image plane, the equivalent location of the PJX slit. Several
test exposures were taken using W target bombarded with a 10-kV electron
beam. Images of a 400-mesh grid as well as knife-edge images were acquired
and analyzed to determine the system modulation transfer function (MTF)
and to compare it with the curve predicted by numerical ray tracing and the
MTF of an 8-µm pinhole array. Fig. C.8 shows a lm image of a 400-mesh
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Fig. C.7: Measurements of mirror reectivity were used to analyze the quality of
the deposited Ir lm.

grid, digitized with a Perkin-Elmer photodensitometer with a 5-µm scanning
aperture. Shown in the lower portion of the gure is a horizontal lineout
through the image, obtained by converting the lm optical density prole
to intensity with a semi-empirical formula [118] in the instrument spectral
window, centered around 1.44 keV. The MTF was calculated from both grid
images and from an image of an opaque tantalum foil edge (knife edge). The
edge response function (and the MTF, respectively) is treated independently
for the two perpendicular directions determined by the grid lines. The modulation transfer function shown in Fig. C.9 is averaged over the central 200

µm of the eld of view and calculated by a method similar to the one outlined
in Ref. [113]. After taking into account the system magnication, M = 6, the
diraction MTF predicted by numerical raytracing was plotted on the same
graph for comparison. It matches the shape of the edge MTF remarkably
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Fig. C.9:

Modulation transfer func-

Fig. C.8: Image of a 400-lines-per-

tion from numerical raytracing (solid line)

inch (LPI) copper grid is used to mea-

compares well with MTFs calculated from

sure the modulation transfer function

both a grid image (dot-dashed) and verti-

at dierent eld positions in the ob-

cal (perpendicular to the streak tube slit)

ject plane.

knife-edge (dotted line).

well, although the edge MTF seems to be slightly overestimated, most likely
due to uncertainties in the determination of the line spread function from
the edge data. It should be noted that the availability of a larger shadow region on the edge image provides for a more-accurate estimate of the transfer
function for high spatial modes. Three MTF curves calculated from the edge
image (for three dierent eld positions) are shown on Fig. C.10, along with
the on-axis MTF of an 8-µm pinhole for comparison. In the central 600 µm
of the eld of view, the microscope has higher resolution than the pinhole.
One can also see the deterioration of resolution toward the edge of the eld
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Fig. C.10: The MTF of the KB optic at three dierent eld positions is compared
to the MTF of a 8-µm pinhole. The KB microscope has better resolution than the
pinhole over the central 800µm of the eld of view.

of view, as expected from the raytracing that predicts close to linear increase
of the spot size (PSF) with o-axis distance.

C.4

Extended microscope congurations

To address dierent experimental requirements (an example is given later),
the versatility of the KB-PJX is being extended by converting it into a highenergy diagnostic with the addition of two new multilayer designs. These
mirrors are designed to be drop-in replacements of the current metal-coated
elements. The substrates are made with the same surface roughness and optical gure as their soft-x-ray counterparts. They have the same geometric
shape and work at the same angle of incidence. This not only simplies the
replacement of elements (or the whole assembly) but also allows for dual-
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Fig. C.11: Experimental setup for dual-band imaging. Two Ir-coated mirrors,
used together with two multilayer elements image in two dierent energy bands.

band imaging, when multilayer and iridium-coated elements are mixed in the
same assembly. This technique can be used to probe plasmas with large density gradients, looking for features over a broad range of areal densities (Fig.
C.11). Energy band discrimination has been achieved before [119] using a
metal-coated KB microscope in combination with additional at multilayer
reectors. The addition of separate reecting elements that reduce the overall
system throughput can be avoided in the present design, while achieving similar objective. An experiment where this microscope will excel is dierential
imaging of imploding fast-ignitor cone targets [120]. This method will allow
one to simultaneously perform radiography of both the dense target core and
cone tip (usually made of gold) and the relatively low-density region around
the core/cone tip interface.
Due to its high grazing-incidence angles (2.1◦ ), this optic is a good can-
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Fig. C.12: In a short pulse backlighting scheme the large incidence angle allows for
larger focal spots of the laser at the backlighter target and easier baing, compared
to small grazing angle KB microscopes.

didate for short-pulse backlighting schemes [114], where time-gated images
are acquired by tightly focused, time-delayed, short backlighter pulses. The
spatially distinct focal spots on the backlighter target can be spaced farther
apart (Fig. C.12), compared to KB microscopes with a typical 0.7◦ to 0.9◦
angle of incidence. This relieves the requirement for small focal spots of
the backlighter laser beams at the cost of slightly larger parallax eect. As
shown in Fig. C.12, one can use the hybrid KB design described above in
a short-pulse-backlighting setup and thus follow the areal-density evolution
of an ICF target by gating the higher-energy x rays through the multilayer
imaging pair at later times.
The specications of the new multilayer mirror elements are listed in Table
C.2, and their spectral response is compared to that of the soft-x-ray design
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Table C.2: Characteristics of the multilayer KB-PJX mirrors.
Type

Layers

d

d1 /d

Energy

nm

keV

Ni/BN

60

3.5

0.4

4.95

Pt/C

100

2.13

0.37

8.05

in Fig. C.13. The response is the product of the squared mirror reectivity

R2 and the transmission through a standard 25-µm Be blast shield. The
Spectral windows

100
101

Ir

Ni/BN

Pt/C

R2TBe

102
103
104
105
106
0

2000

4000
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8000 10000

X-ray energy (eV)

Fig. C.13: The spectral windows of two new multilayer (Ni/BN and Pt/C) assemblies (tuned to work at 4.95keV and 8.05keV) are compared with the response
of the Ir-coated mirrors

reectivity is calculated with a numerical algorithm [112] that uses the Fresnel
equations and an analytic formula given by V. G. Kohn [121]. In Table C.2, d
is the period (layer thickness) and d1 /d is the thickness ratio of the metal layer
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to the period. The last column lists the x-ray energies for which these mirrors
are tuned. As with previous designs, [122, 123] the spectral windows of these
elements are very narrow (<200-eV FWHM) since the Bragg condition nλ =

2dsin(θi ), determining the high reectivity, is satised for a narrow band of
wavelengths. This makes them good monochromators but limits the eective
eld of view of the optic by determining preferential angle of incidence θi . A
solution to this limitation is to use graded layer thickness across the mirror
surface. Despite its complexity and higher cost, this method is now used
routinely with good results [124]. This problem can also be solved by having
a suciently broadband backlighter and using the dispersive properties of the
mirrors (a range of [λ, θi ] pairs that satisfy the Bragg condition will exist).
The eld of view will be expanded through angular dispersion of the signal.
PJx slit

KB microscope

Target

Compound backlighter
(Cu and Zn)

Fig. C.14: The eld of view of a multilayer KB-microscope is expanded by using
a strip backlighter. The x rays are energy dispersed into two distinct regions at the
image plane

Since there are no ecient high-energy, broadband backlighters, a compound
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backlighter that emits in several spectral lines must be used. This results in
discrete spatially dispersed signal regions within the expanded eld of view.
For example, a brass backlighter [75% Cu (Kα = 8048 eV) and 25% Zn (Kα
= 8639 eV)] is a good candidate for the 8-keV region. To register comparable
intensity levels in the two spatial regions (that will map into the central 400

µm of the eld of view), a two-strip Zn-Cu backlighter can also be used (Fig.
C.14).
After characterization and alignment and congured as described in this
appendix, the KB microscope was used in a series of dynamic overpressure
experiments with the PJX streak tube as the detector. The high-quality data
obtained in these experiments is analyzed and discussed in Chapter 4 of this
thesis.
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D. MASS ABLATION RATE
MEASUREMENTS
During shock transit, ablation aects both the frequency and amplitude of
the perturbation mode oscillations. These quantities depend directly on Va ,
the ratio of the mass ablation rate, ṁ, and the density, ρa , of the ablating
compressed material. Both of those are inherently dicult to measure. In the
following, it is shown that one can use the high-resolution temporal record
(provided by the KB-PJX) of the target's optical depth to measure the time
evolution of the mass ablation rate in an ICF target. The simple idea is to
measure the changing total optical depth of the target as it ablates (and the
ablated material becomes optically thin) and from the rate of change, derive
the mass ablation rate, similarly to [125]1 . The details of this approach are
presented below.
To measure the level of self-emission of the ablated hot plasma in the
dynamic overpressure experiments, a CH target driven by ten of OMEGA's
beams was imaged, without being backlit, using only the x rays emitted
from its hot corona and attenuated through the remainder of the target (Fig.
1

The author recently became aware of an independent proof-of-principle work that

discusses a scheme, relying on the same intuitive concept.
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Fig. D.1: Three dierent shot congurations were used to characterize the level
of target self-emission and its eect on the measurement: a) driven and backlit
(standard shot conguration), b) undriven target is backlit to record the backlighter
time history, and c) only the self-emission from a driven target is used for imaging.

D.1c). A lineout of the measured intensity prole, ISE , is shown in Fig. D.2,
along with the prole IBL of a undriven, backlit target, and one (ID ) from
a target that is both driven and backlit. There is an initial short-lived (<
150 ps) peak in self-emission early in time due to the presence of 100-nmthick Al overcoat on the laser-illuminated side of the target. One can also
see it in the time history of the total intensity, ID . The peak of enhanced
emission from the Al overcoat (used to prevent shinethrough2 ) was conrmed
and characterized by postprocessing [126] the hydrodynamic simulation data
with the collisional-radiative spectral analysis code SPECT3D [127].
Fig. D.2 shows an increasing dierence between the intensity ID from the
2

Laser light transmitted past the rear surface of the shell, before the formation of a

critical surface.
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Streaked intensities

Intensity (ADU)

600

s31299,
driven and backlit

400
s34356,
SE
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SE + BL

s34353, BL

0
0

1000
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Fig. D.2: Intensity proles of x rays transmitted through a 40-µm-thick CH target,
which is driven and backlit (thick solid line), backlit only (thin solid), driven only
(dotted). The sum of the thin solid and dotted lines does not match the solid,
showing the eect of ablation.

target that is both driven and backlit (solid curve) and the sum ISE +IBL (thin
solid curve) of intensities from the driven-only and backlit-only foils. The
interpretation is that, due to ablation, the backlighter x rays see shallower
optical depth as the ablated material rapidly loses its opacity by heating up,
as it moves along the temperature gradient, away from the ablation front.
The hot, low-density corona is approximately transparent to the 1.5-keV x
rays up to the ablation front, where the largest temperature jump occurs. In
time, the growing ablated mass reduces the total areal density of the target.
Measuring the optical-depth evolution of the target material not yet ablated,
allows the mass-ablation rate to be inferred. Consider these intensity terms
as functions of time. The transmitted (through the cold target) backlighter
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0
intensity depends on time via the incident backlighter intensity IBL
(t):
0
0
IBL (t) = IBL
(t)e−µ0 ρ0 d0 = IBL
(t)e−µ0 m0 .

(D.1)

The x rays transmitted through a driven target will have a total intensity,
Rt

0
(t)e−µ0 (m0 −ρ0 Us t)−µc (ρ0 Us t−
ID (t) = ISE (t) + IBL

0

ṁdt0 )

,

(D.2)

that is the sum of the time dependent self emission, ISE (t), and the incident backlighter intensity, attenuated through the ablating target (the second term). In Eq. (D.2) the spectrally weighted mass absorption coecient

µc in the compressed region (in the second exponential term) is assumed to
change little from its uncompressed-target value µ0 . The other approximation made in Eq. (D.2) is that the optical depth µabl mabl of the ablated
material is negligible (due to its low opacity). Both assumptions are supported by data from the 14000-group APL opacity tables [71], for density
and temperature proles in the compressed and ablation regions, obtained
from 1-D hydrodynamic simulations. Equation (D.2) becomes,

ID (t) = ISE (t) + IBL (t)e µ0

Rt
0

ṁdt0

.

Solving the last equation for the ablation rate yields,
·
¸
ID (t)−ISE (t)
d ln IBL (t)
1
1 d(∆OD)
=
.
ṁ(t) =
µ0
dt
µ0
dt

(D.3)

(D.4)

All the intensities are measured and µ0 , the mass absorption coecient of
the cold target, is readily available. Since the intensities in the above formula are measured in separate experiments, matching of the intensity pulse
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shapes between the shots is required. The experimental data shown in Fig.
D.2 suer from this problem since the experiment was not designed for this

Optical depth difference

purpose. The growing optical depth, ∆OD, of the ablated mass is shown in
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5
0.0
0.0

0.5

1.0

1.5

Time (ns)

Fig. D.3: The dierence in optical depth (∆OD) (thick line) grows due to mass
ablation. An average value of the mass ablation rate is obtained by tting the data
with a straight line.

Fig. D.3. Due to the intensity pulse shape dissimilarities, it is reasonable
to get an average value of the time-dependent mass-ablation rate by tting

∆OD with a straight line and determining its slope. The slope as determined
from the t is 0.77 ± 0.18 ns−1 . Using the spectrally averaged attenuation
length λ ' 12µm and the density of cold CH ρ0 = 1.06g/cm3 to obtain

µ0 = (ρ0 λ)−1 , one nds the ablation rate to be ∼ 0.98 ± 0.2 mg/(cm2 ns), in
line with the average value, ṁ ' 0.8 mg/(cm2 ns), obtained from simulations
that use the measured pulse shapes as input. A more-precise experiment can
be performed if a single shot is used to record both ID and IBL , while eliminating the target self-emission. This can be done if a high-energy backlighter
is used in combination with the multilayer mirrors discussed in Appendix C.
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At 5 keV, for example, both the thicker target and the microscope's spectral window will lter out the soft-x-ray self-emission. A combination of two
mirror pairs, at two dierent energies, as discussed in Appendix C, can be
used to further increase the precision of these measurements by performing
energy-dierential imaging. This approach can also help isolate variations in
the mass ablation rate from uctuations in the streaked signal. A thicker
target will be used since target thickness must be comparable to the spectrally weighted attenuation length (cold material) for maximum sensitivity
to ablation. If the ablating target does not occupy the entire eld of view,
the intensity of the unattenuated backlighter can be recorded at the same
time by recording part of the backlighter beam directly. This will allow the
calculation of the mass-ablation-rate evolution curve from a single shot.

